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This is the story of your enslavement.
For many decades in America, the harder
you worked, the wealthier you got.
But then, something magical and disastrous
happened. An event most Americans don’t
know about or remember.
So today you owe money on your house,
your car, and your credit card.
You’ve got nothing saved. And you haven’t
had a significant raise in years.
But this was no accident.

It’s part of a scam hatched 46 years ago by
some of the most despicable characters in
American history.
But what can you do to save yourself ?
A reclusive multi-millionaire, who lives on a
100-acre farm, is helping thousands see the
light and set themselves free.
His approach may or may not be right for
you.
FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF ON HIS
WEBSITE, HERE.
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INSIDE THIS ISSUE

W

hether it’s selling too soon or riding
a loser too long, emotional investing
can sink your portfolio... and break your
heart.
And while no one wants to lose money in
the markets, the reality is you will lose. A bad
earnings report, another data breach, or an
actual bear market... at some point something
is going to give.
This month, we’re taking a look at what
happens when folks invest with their hearts
instead of their heads... When you love an
investment so much, you pull your stops
and ride it to the bottom because this time is
different...
Editor in Chief P.J. O’Rourke gets to
the root of fear and greed in life and the
markets... and makes the case for sympathy
over empathy with a little help from Bush,
Bezos, and Bubba...
Featured contributor Andrew Ferguson
examines the Left’s obsession with social
“science”...
Former congressman Ron Paul warns us
about a $22 trillion problem we should be
afraid of...

Journalist Alice B. Lloyd reports on the
eccentric and often erratic Elon Musk and his
quest to “save the world”...
Former CIA analyst Buck Sexton spends
time with Roger Stone and tells us what’s
really driving the Russia investigation...
Toledo resident John Feddereke takes a
closer look at his hometown’s rising “Hipster
Economy”...
Author and former trader Turney Duff tells
us why reading people is as important to
investing as reading data...
Some of our favorite market analysts
and editors share their most memorable –
and emotional – tales from the trading room
floor...
And our resident anonymous Book Grump
reviews and rips the latest best-selling business
books.
We’ve uploaded a PDF suitable for printing
to our archive page.
And tell us what you think at feedback@
americanconsequences.com.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Publisher, American Consequences
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ADVERTORIAL

RECLUSIVE MILLIONARE WARNS: GET OUT OF CASH NOW
If you were invested in
stocks in 2018, you no doubt
know it was a wild ride.
Many experts and analysts
on financial news shows
began to proclaim that the
bull market was over.

DOW COULD SOON
SKYROCKET BEYOND 50,000

Despite the drop in the
markets, one man has had
an unusual warning for
investors: “Get out of cash.”

financial mania that will ever
be seen in our lifetimes.”
Next thing you know, the
NASDAQ fell more than 75%.

Urgent Warning

• On November 1, 2002,
he said, “I expect a real estate
bubble to take hold. We don’t
know how far it will go. But it
has likely just begun.”

I recently met up with
former hedge fund manager,
Dr. Steve Sjuggerud – one
of the most widely-followed
financial analysts in the
world.

You probably remember
what happened next – home
prices soared.

Today, he shuns the
spotlight and lives on a
remote island off the Florida
coast. He’s built a new life…
and a substantial fortune…
by sharing a series of eerie
predictions. Many of which
have proven correct.

• On Friday, March 20,
2009 – at the peak of the
financial panic, he wrote:
“You want to own stocks
right now.”

• In January of 2000, he
wrote: “We are at the peak
of most likely the greatest

But his latest prediction
has caught many Americans
completely off-guard.

Stocks have nearly tripled
since.

Dr. Sjuggerud says, “I
believe BEFORE stocks
collapse, we will witness an
event that will send the Dow
soaring past 40,000... 50,000
-- even higher... as people
who have sat on the sidelines
so far panic into the markets.
This final, furious stage of
a bull market has a name…
it’s called a ‘Melt Up.’
He told me, over the next
year or two, there’s going to
be a massive panic out of the
traditional banking system.
Bottom-line: Steve says
the Melt-Up has now
officially begun… and will
only get bigger.
Some of the biggest
investors in the world are
pulling billions of dollars at
a time out of bank deposit
accounts… They’re even
selling their gold bullion.
And they’re putting all
this cash in the LAST place
you’d ever expect.

“Melt-Up” millionaires
You see, Dr. Steve Sjuggerud
believes tens of thousands
of new millionaires could be
minted very soon.
PLEASE NOTE: It’s
important you take action
as soon as possible, because
a huge new investor is
entering the market.
And this new investor is
going to trigger a stock buying
panic the likes of which we’ve
never seen before.
Dr. Sjuggerud is an intensely
private man. But he was
recently prodded by a friend
– one of the most successful
investment analysts in the
world – to share the details
of his stunning research with
the general public.

Warning: What he has to

say is controversial… and not
at all what you’ll hear from
the mainstream press. But
for the time being, you can
watch his exclusive interview
– free of charge - here:
www.LastBullMarket2019.com

WATCH HIS EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW – FREE OF CHARGE - HERE:

www.LastBullMarket2019.com

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

LEARNING
TO LOVE OUR
EMOTIONS
“

Usually, as
people grow up,
they acquire some
common sense,
which is to say they
get frightened.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

STARTING WITH 'GREED' AND 'FEAR'
It’s an old Wall Street saying: “Markets are driven by greed and fear.”
If so, markets are a sort of one-man full-court basketball game where you dribble
acquisitively down the floorboards to sink an Avarice basket, only to find that the
Worry side is down by two points, and then, panic-stricken, you have to pass the
ball to yourself back across the center line and make a Safe Haven layup.

This is a ridiculous metaphor for investing.
Warren Buffett, in his 2004 Annual
Shareholder Letter, famously said, “Be fearful
when others are greedy and greedy only when
others are fearful.”
Good advice, if you can assume that
everybody’s wrong all the time.
John Maynard Keynes addressed greed and
fear in his 1936 magnum opus (and damn
dull read) The General Theory of Employment,
Interest, and Money.
... the characteristic of human nature that
a large portion of our positive activities
depend on spontaneous optimism rather
than mathematical expectation... [Greed]
... can only be taken as a result of animal
spirits... [Emotions] Thus if the animal
spirits are dimmed and the spontaneous
optimism falters... [Fear] ... enterprise
will fade and die.
Note that the Wise Men of Wall Street, the
Oracle of Omaha, and the Father of Modern
Macroeconomics all seem to regard greed and
fear as bad things.

We have no one to stick up for greed except
Gordon Gekko, played by Michael Douglas
in the 1987 Oliver Stone film Wall Street.

CLICK
... greed, for lack of a better word, is
HERE
good. Greed is right, greed works. Greed
TO
READ
clarifies, cuts through, and captures the
essence of the evolutionary sprit. Greed, in THE WEB
VERSION
all of its forms – greed for life, for money,
for love, knowledge – has marked the
upward surge of mankind.
But, remember, Gekko is the movie’s villain.
He’s named after a lizard. (More than a dozen
years before GEICO made a lizard cute.)
And there’s no one at all to stick up for fear.
FDR (who, incidentally, had a terrible
understanding of market economics) was full
of baloney on the subject. “The only thing
we have to fear is fear itself.” And death,
famine, war, conquest, heart disease, cancer,
plane crashes, car wrecks, accidents in the
home, snakes, heights, public speaking, falling
behind on our car payments, etc.
In fact, greed and fear are the second and
third most valuable emotions you possess.
American Consequences
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Love, of course, being the first – if you’re
lucky enough to have any. But greed and fear
I bet you’ve got.
One way to better understand greed is to
look at the origin of the word. The word
isn’t actually greed. That’s a 17th century
innovation, turning the adjective greedy
into the noun greed (what linguists call a
“back-formation”). The original word in Old
English is grædig, which, by the 13th century,
becomes the more recognizable gredie, and all
it means is “hungry.”
The Indo-European root of greedy is gher-, “to
like or want.” That gher- root, with various
phonetic shifts, shows up all over the place in
our family of languages. It’s there in the Latin
word hortari, “to cause to strive or desire,”
from which we get the English word exhort.
And it’s also in the Greek word kharis, “grace,
favor,” from which we get charisma.
As a word, greedy comes from a really good
family. (And I’m feeling really good that for
the first time in 50 years, I’ve found a use for
my college minor in linguistics.)
When we say a word, we invoke a concept.
When we denigrate greed, we denigrate
hunger. People who don’t eat are sick – or
soon will be.
Are you a “Market Anorexic”? Are you living
in a tent with one change of underwear so
that you can convert all your worldly goods
into Krugerrands and bury them in a secret
part of the campground?
Oliver Stone is the real villain in Wall Street
– for putting the truth about greed into the
mouth of the movie’s bad guy.
8
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Fear – in all its origins,
roots, forms, formations,
derivations, and
cognates – means fear.
And where would we
be without fear?

And what about fear? The word means... No,
I won’t take you down another rabbit hole
of etymology. Fear – in all its origins, roots,
forms, formations, derivations, and cognates
– means fear.
And where would we be without fear?
Toddlers have none. If you’ve raised a toddler,
you know where that leads... right to the
basement door and the top step of the long,
steep cellar stairs.
Or worse. As America’s most profound
philosopher, Dave Barry, says to his two-yearold in his profoundly philosophical book
Babies and Other Hazards of Sex: “NEVER
EVER PUT YOUR FINGER IN THAT
PART OF THE DOGGIE!”
Usually, as people grow up, they acquire
some common sense, which is to say they get
frightened.
But some don’t. We’ve all known people
who had no fear. People who rode their
motorcycles like Evel Knieval but without
planning in advance which cars, trucks, or
Snake River canyon they were going to jump
over. People who consumed drugs the way
the rest of us consumed Doritos. People who
drank so much that they would have halted

the rise in global sea level if oceans were beer.
People who attempted to fix the snow blower
while it was still running.
You used to know a lot of people like that.
You don’t know them anymore. They’re dead.
And you’re not... thanks to fear.
Investing is not a game of one-man
basketball. The better metaphor is cooking.
Of course, there’s greed and fear involved in
that too, especially if you’re a glutton eater
and a frightful cook the way I am.

Your DIRECT LINE
to Wall Street
Receive up-tothe-minute news,
market research, and
expert commentary
that typically costs
$50,000 a year,
and requires a net
worth of at least $1
million…100% FREE.

CLICK TO SIGN UP

Where the heck is the top to the blender?
Well, a piece of Saran wrap will probably do...
How was I supposed to know you can’t
microwave raw eggs?
Darn it, the pilot light’s out. I’ll just poke my
head into the oven with my Bic and...
You’re afraid you can’t afford the grocery bill.
You’re afraid you didn’t get the right ingredients.
You’re afraid you’ll poison your family. (What’s
the date on this can of beans? 2012? Wasn’t
2012 a good vintage year for beans?)
But most of the time the “Fear and Greed of
Cooking” works out just fine. You feed your
family.
When you follow the greed and fear recipe,
you’re using just the right mixture of liking
and wanting, of causing to strive and desire,
of grace and favor (a pinch of luck), plus
a dash of trepidations, apprehensions,
misgivings, and qualms to keep you from
cooking up something stupid.

Special Class
of Stocks
Achieve
Liftoff
Powered by soaring revenues
– and one historical quirk – a
unique group of 12 stocks is
thrashing the overall market’s
rebound since December 26th.
FULL STORY

Dig in.
American Consequences
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GREED IS
GOOD
AND SO IS
WIKIPEDIA

WALL STREET (1987) was directed and co-written by Oliver Stone. Michael

“

Douglas played the financial sleazeball Gordon Gekko who makes the notorious
“greed is good” speech, and Charlie Sheen played his hero-worshiping sidekick
who reforms in the end. When I looked up the movie on Wikipedia I came across
these intriguing notes about the movie’s conception, reception, and audience
reaction, all quoted directly from the Wall Street Wiki article:

“The defense of greed is a paraphrase
of the May 18, 1986, commencement
address at the UC Berkeley’s School of
Business Administration, delivered by
arbitrageur Ivan Boesky (who himself was
later convicted of insider trading charges),
in which he said, ‘Greed is all right, by the
way. I want you to know that. I think greed
is healthy. You can be greedy and still feel
good about yourself.’”
“Rita Kempley in the Washington Post
[reviewing the movie when it was
released] wrote that the film ‘is at its
weakest when it preaches visually or
verbally. Stone doesn’t trust the timehonored story line, supplementing the
obvious moral with plenty of soapboxery.’”

“... the film has come to be seen as the
archetypal portrayal of 1980s success...
It has also proven influential in inspiring
people to work on Wall Street, with
Sheen, Douglas, and Stone commenting
over the years how people still approach
them and say that they became
stockbrokers because of their respective
characters in the film.”
“In reviewing the film’s sequel 23 years
later, Variety noted that though the
original film was ‘intended as a cautionary
tale on the pitfalls of unchecked ambition
and greed, Stone’s 1987 original instead
had the effect of turning Douglas’ hugely
charismatic (and Oscar-winning) villain
into a household name and boardroom
icon – an inspiration to the very power
players and Wall Street wannabes for
whom he set such a terrible example.’”
– P.J. O’Rourke
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Why Trump’s 2020 Defeat
Is Written In History
BY BRETT AITKEN, MANAGING DIRECTOR, STANSBERRY RESEARCH

He’s a successful businessman who
never held public office before winning
the Presidency…
He’s coming into power after an
electoral college landslide…
And he did it by beating an out-oftouch New Yorker opponent.
Once in office, he launches a vast
trade war, promising to stand up
for America’s heartland, with 890
increased tariffs in total.
He even slashes immigration levels
to America by 90%, while cracking
down on illegal immigration through
deportations targeting as many as 1.8
million people.

Hoover, America’s 31st President.
The similarities between Trump and
the man who saw a Great Depression
happen under his watch are eerie.
And they won’t stop here.
Over the last six months, my firm and I
have spent hundreds of hours (and tens
of thousands of dollars) in research to
reach one shocking conclusion.
My research shows…
President Trump is about to face a
crisis on the level of what President
Hoover saw in 1929.
But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone
expects.

You may think I’m talking about
Donald Trump.

And just like with Herbert Hoover – the
crisis could shut Republicans out of the
White House for a generation or longer.

But I’m actually describing Herbert

This presentation reveals exactly why.
American Consequences
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THE BIGGEST STORIES THAT MATTERED
FOR THE MARKET LAST MONTH

WHAT MOVED
THE MARKET
For realtime
market
updates
from some
of Wall
Street’s
most
pluggedin analysts,
CLICK
HERE
to get
instant
access to
NewsWire.

REBOUNDING FROM THE ABYSS...
U.S. stock markets roared back in January...
In fact, it was their best start in 30 years. The
S&P 500 Index was up 8%, the Dow Jones
up 7%, and the Russell 2000 up nearly 12%.
Commodities were led by an 18% jump in
crude prices and a 3% pop in gold.
The reasons for the 180-degree reversal from
December were many...
The Fed’s policies were much of the reason
for U.S. markets falling apart in December...
The complaints from the public and private
sector were that the Fed was too rigid, and it
finally dawned on Fed Chair Jerome Powell
that perhaps there was sound reasoning
behind the uproar.
The horror of late 2018 had more to do
with fear of slowing global growth, trade
wars, a Democrat-controlled House, and an
uncooperative Federal Reserve, but a change
in the calendar brought some optimism.
We were delivered blowout payroll numbers.
The early January report showed a gain of
312,000 jobs versus a forecast of 176,000,
and average earnings grew 3.2%. This was
manna from heaven and the equity gains kept
piling up.
Earnings season kicked in and did not
disappoint. The big semiconductors delivered,
returning technology to the head of the
pack. Market whipping boys IBM and GE also

12
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reported better-than-feared earnings, forcing
shorts to cover their negative bets.
Trade representatives from the U.S. and
China set dates for important meetings,
the bellicose rhetoric was put aside, and
the market was optimistic a deal could
be accomplished... But there were other
problems...
Momentum is easing across the world’s major
economies. China is seeing lower private
sector investment and a slowdown in factory
inflation. The last time this occurred, corporate
profits were hammered.
In the U.K., Brexit remains a concern. A lack of
a plan has multinational corporations leaving
London in droves, bludgeoning the economy.
The economic data from the region has been
another weak spot, with U.K. manufacturing
data at a three-year low.
BUY LOW AND SELL HIGH... USUALLY...
It’s one of the most basic rules for investing,
yet it’s also one of the hardest to follow...
As much as investors were worried they
were dumping shares at or near the bottom
in December, now the opposite is true...
Investors are worried they may be buying
shares at or close to a near-term top. So how
do we know when it’s the right time to buy
versus sell?

EDITORS

John Gillin
Greg Diamond
C. Scott Garliss

While there are many factors, one important
factor to keep an eye on is valuation. In
particular, we like to use the price-to-earnings
(P/E) ratio to gauge where we think the S&P
500 is headed...

Remember, analysts have recently slashed
estimates for the S&P 500. They’re worried
about China-U.S. trade negotiations... and
they’re worried that a breakdown in the talks
could have negative implications for growth.

For anyone unfamiliar, P/E is used to measure
a stock price relative to its estimated earnings.
Remember, earnings potential is a constantly
moving target. In other words, as companies
update metrics or the news cycle changes,
estimated earnings move, too. As a result, we
need to keep an eye on which direction the
S&P 500’s P/E moves.

If that’s the case, estimates are likely headed
lower and the market will look expensive once
more. However, if the opposite winds up being
true, this record-long bull market could still
have room to run...

A rising P/E might indicate an overvalued
stock or asset, whereas a falling P/E might
indicate a low price relative to future earnings.
By monitoring this variable based on history,
you can have a better idea of when to buy and
when to sell... increasing your potential gains.
For example, based on estimated forward
12-month earnings of $168.16, the S&P 500’s
P/E ratio is 16.1. Over the last five years,
according to data research firm FactSet, the
S&P’s average P/E ratio is 16.4 times. That
means based on history, we could be getting
close to a market top or a correction. Now, it
doesn’t mean we can’t go above 16.4, but you
can at least get an idea of fair value.
American Consequences
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WHAT COULD
POSSIBLY
GO WRONG?
Financial follies and disaster in the making
A record for inflated earnings...

U.S. corporate earnings – and more
specifically, corporate earnings per share
(“EPS”) – have been on a tear.
After declining for seven consecutive quarters
in 2015 and 2016, EPS of companies in the
S&P 500 soared by double-digit percentages
through September 2018. And with roughly
half of the companies in the S&P 500 reporting
fourth-quarter 2018 results to date, that streak
almost certainly extended to end the year.
Unfortunately, that momentum has turned...
Wall Street analysts are now forecasting EPS
could decline this quarter for the first time
in three years, anticipating a 1% drop in
earnings per share versus an expected 3.3%
increase. If true, it would be the first such
contraction since the second quarter of 2016.
And falling analyst estimates aren’t the only
reason for concern... This trend has been
fueled by a huge boom in debt-financed share
buybacks.
14
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Buybacks are hugely popular among CEOs
and CFOs of publicly traded companies for
two reasons...
First, they increase a company’s EPS
without any actual increases in earnings. By
reducing the number of shares outstanding,
management can increase EPS without any
changes to profits. This makes EPS one of
Wall Street’s favorite financial metrics...
Companies are rewarded with higher stock
prices when their EPS jumps.
That leads to the second reason executives
love share buybacks: Top executives earn
millions of dollars with bonuses and stock
options tied to EPS and share price... which
is plenty of incentive to buy back shares and
artificially inflate EPS quarter after quarter.
Companies have taken on huge amounts of
debt to pay for these buybacks, and it’s only
expected to get worse... Analysts project
nearly $1 trillion in buybacks this year, far
exceeding 2018’s record $770 billion.

The Fed ‘eases’ itself into a corner...

For decades, the Fed’s primary policy tool
has long been manipulating short-term
interest rates. When the economy slows, the
Fed typically cuts interest rates to stimulate
inflation. When the economy recovers, it then
raises rates to remove that stimulus.
Time and again, each Fed “cutting cycle”
has required lower and lower interest rates
to produce the same effect of stimulating the
economy. Likewise, the Fed has been forced
to halt its rate-hike cycles at lower and lower
peaks before yet another recession or market
shock has inevitably sprung up.
Following the housing bust, the Fed cut interest
rates to effectively 0% and held them there for
nearly seven years. Even now, after three years
of “tightening,” short-term rates are barely over
2% – near their lowest levels in history.
Yet, even at these relatively low levels,
we’ve already seen signs that the economy
is beginning to weaken, leading the Fed to
abruptly halt its rate-hike plans last month.
In short, it appears the Fed is now stuck... It
can’t continue to raise rates without derailing the
so-called “recovery.” Yet, if it doesn’t continue to
raise rates, it will have little room to cut them
when the next crisis inevitably arrives.
While the first three rounds of QE certainly
helped boost asset prices here in the U.S., it’s still
not clear how much it helped the real economy.
For now, we remain cautious... We believe
the downside risks to stocks and the economy
are greater than any time since this long bull
market began.

But we also expect the Fed and other central
banks to do everything they can to keep this
boom going as long as possible...
7 million delinquent borrowers...

Despite a strong economy and low
unemployment, the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York reported that at the end of 2018,
a record-high 7 million people were 90 days
or more behind on their car payments... 1
million more people than when the country
was recovering from the 2008 economic crisis.
In 2010, the share of 90-day delinquent
borrowers peaked at 5.3% and the total
number of borrowers has risen significantly
in the last few years. Subprime auto loans
increased to 39% of the market in 2015, and
many lenders are giving people a few extra
years to repay... a tactic to make loans look
more affordable than they may be.
As with the 2008 mortgage crisis, the bulk
of these delinquent payments are among
borrowers with lower credit scores... people
more likely to turn to payday and autofinance lenders rather than banks or credit
unions. According to the Fed, 6.5% of
auto-finance loans are 90 days delinquent –
compared to 0.7% of loans by credit unions –
and the auto-finance loans often carry higher
interest rates.
Since a car is often a higher-priority payment
for these folks, a rise in delinquencies can
signal economic distress among low-income
and working-class Americans. Borrowers
who are delinquent on their car payments
often lose their vehicle, making it even more
difficult to get to work, school, or the doctor.
American Consequences
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FROM OUR INBOX
Re: Our Newest Readers
Weigh In

YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

I feel your reporting has been exceptional
and keep up the great work. – John R.

John, you can help!
If you like what we’re doing, pass the
news – and the free American Consequences
subscription – to your friends.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Just keep me laughing gang, while we wait
for the DebtBomb charade to blow. – David E.

David, we might as well
go to the poorhouse with smiles on our faces.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: Your publication...
It turns out life is serious business. – Andrew R.

Although, Andrew,
you seem to take issue with that. But as Mark
Twain said, “The secret source of laughter is
not joy but sorrow.”

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: Our January ‘Trade’ Issue
Thank you for working to educate the ones
who seem to be aware that something is
really wrong with the direction our country
was taking until Trump was elected.
Appreciate your writing style. – Ralph S.

Thanks, Ralph.
Although we aim to spread our message of
“individual liberty, individual dignity, and
individual responsibility” to everyone – no
matter how they voted in 2016... or 2018.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

16
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With all the ranting and raving coming from
liberals, I sometimes start questioning my
sanity. I wonder if I can really be that wrong.
I look forward to American Consequences,
just so I don’t feel so alone. It is nice to know
other people are wrong too. – Gene L.

Gene, I’ve been known
to be among them myself! But, if you don’t
like rants and raves and do like people trying
their best to think clearly, you’ll never be
lonely sticking with us.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: The Real Meaning of
Trade
Who in their right mind would actually read
a draft copy of The Wealth of Nations???
– Cameron B.

Ummm... For my
sins, Cameron, and in order to write my
book On The Wealth of Nations, I read almost
everything Smith wrote, except a few essays
about astronomy. But I wasn’t quite crazy
enough to read his rough drafts. That passage
appeared in a footnote to Smith’s complete
works, published by Liberty Press.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: Free Trade: A Basic
Human Right
OK, I’m getting REALLY tired of reading,
in practically every news item, how bad
Trump is. Can’t you people just give me facts
without inserting your damned political
opinions? – Richard B.

Re: Furloughed Feds and the
Border Wall
Why do we have to worry about the
government workers getting paid? Are they
working for us? If they were, there would not
be a school strike in Los Angeles and Nancy
Pelosi would be in an old folks home, not in
Congress. I would be glad to give tax dollars
for that!! Now our new Colorado governor
wants our tax money for free kindergarten.
Why? Kindergarten was free when my five
went to school, paid for by property tax.
When did Liberalism become Socialism? We
were hippies in our day, but at least the kids
were high, not the politicians! – Louise E.

I guess the only thing
I can really say, Louise, is that when it comes
to government shutdowns, I’d prefer to see
congressmen going to the pay-day lenders,
senators sleeping under bridges, and the
president serving leftovers at state dinners.
I’m not up to speed on the Colorado free

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Send us a message, question, or criticism at
feedback@americanconsequences.com

CLICK HERE
We’ll send you valuable updates
and always send an alert when the
next issue is published.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

Richard, American
Consequences has no anti- or pro-Trump
editorial agenda. We just “calls ‘em as we
sees ‘em” on individual policy issues. Also,
our contributors have a wide range of policy
opinions, and as long as what they say is wellreasoned and well-informed, we don’t try to
stifle them.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

American Consequences
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kindergarten issue, but I remember that when
my kids were that age I would have gladly
paid to get them out of the house for a few
hours every day.

Re: ‘Is Sunscreen the New
Margarine?’
Loved the article... well written... and freeing.
Freeing from those who frequently warn my
wife and me about our sun-loving habits.
My father and mother both worked outside
a lot... much sun exposure... and I grew up
living summers in shorts and mostly no shirt.
My dad and mom lived into their late 90s...
I’m going for the same... – Dennis S.

Dennis, in a free
society, we expect people to have enough
sense to come in out of the rain... and the
sun. I’m trusting that you’re a better judge of
what’s good for you than some government
bureaucracy. (Even though, as a pigment-free
Irishman, I wear SPF 1000.)

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

I don’t often comment on American
Consequences but I do read almost every
word. However, when I read the [article] I
was thrilled to discover there are some in
the medical profession that can still see
the blindingly obvious – we didn’t come to
Earth from somewhere else. We evolved
here and we’re fully equipped by nature
to live here. Now if only some similar ‘big
picture’ thinking could enter the American
Psychological Association, things may start
looking up. – Paul J.

Paul, it is possible
however that psychologists did arrive here
from a different planet.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: Fair Reporting?
I’ve read several reviews of American
Consequences and the consensus is you
and your letter are biased very far to the
“right.” In my experience, the conservative
movement has no allegiance to facts,
unbiased and honest reporting. I will read
and authenticate your blog and if you
are found biased toward known liars and
miscreants, I will report it to all. I consider
this a fair deal. – Rick H.

Have at it, Rick.
Although I do wonder if you’ve ever really
had a heart-to-heart talk with any regular
old “small-c” conservatives – I’ll bet there
are some among your friends, relatives, and
co-workers. Nonetheless, I’ll give you this:
people who get too wound up in political
“movements” of any kind tend to loosen their
grip on the facts.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:
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LIFE IS LIKE A

^ AND THE MARKETS

BOX OF CHOCOLATES

Buying your "Whitman Sampler" of stocks is only the first decision in a long line of often
impulsive and emotional choices. The field of behavioral economics – popularized by
Daniel Kahneman's Thinking Fast and Slow and Richard Thaler's Nudge – helps describe
the many ways in which humans are predictably irrational. You may not know what you're
going to get... but with a little planning, you can control how you'll react. Keep this in mind
when "biting into" these market offerings...

Hypergrowth
Chocolate Chiles

Gold-Leaf Fee-Heavy
Creams

They look great on the
outside. But when the
growth stops, they'll burn
your financial tongue.

If you do nothing else, stop
paying so much to brokers
and mutual-fund managers.

CAUTION!

'Free Cash Flow'Filled Truffles
The most skillful financial
confectioner can't fake free
cash. These are the best
chocolates in the box.

EAT 'EM UP!

'Falling Knife'
Key Lime Pie
Sure, that last slice is on
sale. But where did the rest
of the pie go? Down the
gullet or in the trash bin?
Nothing says a stock's value
can't keep plunging.

NIBBLE CAREFULLY!
By Steven Longenecker

LEAVE 'EM!!

Contrarian
Nut Delight
If you want to beat the
market, your portfolio must
look very different from the
market. Try something new,
but do manage your risk.

TAKE A BITE!

White Chocolate 'Hold
Forever' Marzipan
We'd all like to "hold forever,"
but don't get stuck owning
a buggy-whip maker in
an automobile age. (Also,
white chocolate isn't real
chocolate, and marzipan
is as bad as fondant.)

CONSUME RESPONSIBLY!
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By Dr.
David Eifrig
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NEARLY HALF OF ALL
AMERICANS ARE RUINING THEIR
FINANCIAL FUTURES...
A survey from online banking-news
aggregator Bankrate found that 57% of
Americans are not invested in the stock
market, including in their retirement
accounts.
Not investing is one of the biggest mistakes
you can make if you want a wealthy
retirement.
Some of those folks probably have great
excuses. Maybe they lost a job... Or they
don’t trust Wall Street... Probably, money is
tight. Or it’s just “too hard” to figure out the
brokerage forms to get started.
These excuses are all based on fear.

When it comes to investing, fear prevents
most people from starting... whether it’s
fear of losing money or fear stemming from
ignorance.

CLICK
HERE

It’s common investor behavior to freeze in the
TO READ
face of fear. A tiny part of your brain called
THE
WEB
the amygdala kicks in whenever there’s a
VERSION
perceived threat.
The amygdala makes us want to avoid risk.
Money, in today’s society, represents a sense
of security. We need money to obtain what
we need to survive... food, shelter, medicine.
Any threat of losing money can trigger the
amygdala to kick in full-force.

FEAR &
ESTING
American Consequences
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But that fear is dangerous to your
investments. The “safest” thing for your
amygdala is to follow the crowd... To stay out
of the market until you hear that everyone is
buying in – normally at the top.
When you hear cocktail-party chatter filled
with stories of stock victories, that’s a classic
sign of the end of a bull market and the start
of a bear market. It works the same way with
fear, too...
As author and financial columnist Jason
Zweig writes in his book, Your Money and
Your Brain, we saw this type of fear when the
market dropped 23% in a single day... the
“Black October” market crash.
At the time, I was working on the trading
desk for Goldman Sachs.
On October 19, 1987, the stock market fell
more in a single day than the crash that started
the Great Depression. That’s a crazy move. And
when things get that crazy, clients panic...
For days, we worked, ate, and slept at the
office... and helped our clients move assets
around. It was a true global panic. There was
no time to go home, so we simply wore the
same clothes from the day before.
It was a nerve-racking experience, but
it taught me one simple lesson: When
extreme fear hits the market and things
are falling apart, it creates incRedible
opportunities.

That October, people ran for the exits,
selling off as many stocks as possible. And
the fear kept people wary of stocks for years
afterward... even as the market went on
22
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to post year after year of gains, eventually
rallying more than 500% from its crash levels
to peak in 2000.
The story repeats itself throughout history –
most recently in 2008.
On September 29, 2008, the Dow fell nearly
7% in one day... Investors left the market in
droves. By the end of 2008, trillions of dollars
were pulled from the stock market.
Within a few months, a new bull market
began.
But those who sold at the bottom – and were
too afraid to get back in – robbed themselves
of an incredible opportunity to make money.
Since March 2009, the Dow has risen 250%.
It’s one of the longest-ever bull markets... with
average market gains that could have turned
an initial investment of $5,000 into $17,500.
Even at my personal-finance and healthfocused daily letter, Health & Wealth Bulletin,
one of my research assistants was scared of the
market not long ago.
So I challenged her to start investing. I even
bullied her a bit to get her to stop digging her
heels in.
She told me that the hardest part of getting
started was finding where to open a brokerage
account. As she told me:
I approached the assignment like I would
with any other: with hours of research.
I went through many different trading
websites, only to find myself overwhelmed
with forms and instructions.
For example, just trying to figure out how

to fund my account was awful. I don’t
live too close to a branch of my bank, so
the process of setting up a wire transfer
seemed tedious and time-consuming.

Some brokerages, like Fidelity, Schwab, TD
Ameritrade, and Vanguard, offer commissionfree funds.

Worse, I only had a small amount to
invest and many brokerages required
minimum balances beyond my means.

To help you get started, here are four simple
things to know when looking for a brokerage
account:

require a minimum account balance. For
example, Interactive Brokers used to require a
minimum balance of $10,000, and although
it recently eliminated that minimum, it will
still require you to spend at least $10 per
month in commissions. On the other hand,
most other brokerages like Fidelity, Merrill
Edge, TD Ameritrade, and Vanguard each
offer a $0 minimum balance. So if you have
a small portfolio or you don’t plan on trading
often, those are likely better options for you.

1. FRACTIONAL SHARES. If you’re starting

4. TAXES. Every brokerage will provide a

But after a few months of research, she
opened her first brokerage account and
started investing. And a lot of her initial fears
are gone.

off with a small portfolio, find out if the
brokerage firm offers a plan to let you invest
in fractional shares. That way, you’re putting
some money to work immediately, even if
it’s not enough to buy, say, an entire share of
Apple. Just pay attention to what fees you
might have to pay.
2. FEES. Figure out what the fees are for

completing a trade. Some places charge fees
for fractional share transactions as well, which
can affect your budget. Make sure you know
exactly how much each trade will cost before
you start so you won’t get any surprises.

3. MINIMUM BALANCE. Some brokerages

form for tax time, but make sure you read
the fine print. See if you are required to go
online and request the form or if it will be
automatically mailed to you. Make sure you
understand how it works and you’ll save
yourself a headache.
If you still aren’t sure about taking that first
step, remember that the most important step
is the first one – getting started.
And if you know someone who should be
investing but hasn’t started yet, share this
article with them. Help them kick the fear and
get going on the road to building wealth today.

A tiny part of your brain
called the amygdala kicks
in whenever there's a
perceived threat.

FEAR &
INVESTING
American Consequences
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EXPLOITING
OF INVESTOR
INVESTORS MAKE THEIR
BIGGEST EMOTIONAL
MISTAKES AT MARKET
EXTREMES...
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G THE PENDULUM
R PSYCHOLOGY
Years ago, Bill – an affable gentleman in
his 60s – shared a personal story with me
that I’ll never forget. What made the story
unforgettable is that it didn’t have to end the
way it did...
Like many people in their 60s, Bill moved to
Florida after living most of his life somewhere
else – in this case, Corning, New York.

Known as “Crystal City,” it’s also the world
headquarters for glassmaker Corning, a
Fortune 500 company with dozens of
manufacturing facilities around the world.
Corning’s roots in this small town started
in 1851, dating back to the early days of
America’s glassmaking industry.

By Mike
Barrett

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
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EXPLOITING THE PENDULUM
OF INVESTOR PSYCHOLOGY
It's easy to get complacent about a stock
that has treated you well... But never allow
yourself to get so emotionally attached that
it clouds your judgment.
Corning’s meteoric 1,200% rise in just 24
months meant Bill was suddenly worth
millions. With retirement just a decade away,
he was set. It was too good to be true... And
then, without warning, it wasn’t.
The dot-com bubble suddenly burst... tech
stocks crashed... and $5 trillion in paper
wealth disappeared.
Two months after hitting an all-time high
near $325, Corning shares were down 50%.
They wouldn’t stop falling until they hit $3 in
October 2002... a stunning 99% implosion.
Bill became nostalgic as he recalled his
many years living in Corning. He fondly
remembered executives and plant workers
routinely “rubbing shoulders” at their kids’
school events and in the town’s shops and
restaurants.
Everybody, it seems, was also a Corning
shareholder. Bill told me he had owned shares
most of his adult life, added to them over
the years when he could, and reinvested the
dividends. In 1999, Corning’s stock (and
Bill’s net worth) suddenly began to soar...
Shares doubled between June 1999 and
December 1999... then doubled again as the
dot-com mania hit full stride, peaking in
August 2000 near $325 (on a pre-split basis).
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Tragically, Bill never sold.
It’s said that investors tend to make their
biggest mistakes at market extremes. Sadly,
this is a perfect example.
Achieving financial independence and letting
it slip through your fingers takes an enormous
mental toll. I’m sure not a day goes by that Bill
doesn’t wonder how better his life might be
had he handled things differently – probably
when his alarm clock goes off, reminding him
to get up and get ready for work every day.
Of course, with the benefit of hindsight, it’s
easy to ask the most obvious question...
Why didn’t Bill sell some of his shares before it
was too late?

The answer is less obvious: Bill was too
emotionally attached to Corning and its
stock. He wasn’t prepared to part ways with
it because he never imagined such a day
would come.
In his latest book, Mastering the Market Cycle,
investing guru Howard Marks identifies one
of the greatest and most underappreciated
attributes of superior investors – an unemotional
nature. Here’s how he explains it...
One of my most persistent observations
and – in a related way – one of the
questions I’m most often asked is whether
people can learn to be unemotional. My
answer is “yes and no.”
I think it’s possible for people to be on the
lookout for potential emotional influences
and to try to restrain their effect. But
I also think people who are inherently
unemotional will have it much easier.
A lack of emotionality is a gift (in
investing, that is, but perhaps not in other
areas, like marriage). It’s not my point that
emotional people can’t be good investors,
but it will require a great deal of selfawareness and self-restraint.
Let Bill’s heartbreak serve as an important
lesson: It’s easy to get complacent about a
stock that has treated you well... But never
allow yourself to get so emotionally attached
that it clouds your judgment.
The Corning story offers two lessons that are
becoming important for investors these days...
Marks eloquently sets the stage for them both,
with the following excerpt from his book.

(As an aside, the seventh chapter, titled “The
Pendulum of Investor Psychology,” is a mustread for serious investors.) As he wrote...
In the real world, things generally fluctuate
between “pretty good” and “not so hot.”
But in the world of investing, perception
often swings from “flawless” to “hopeless.”
The pendulum careens from one extreme
to the other, spending almost no time at
“the happy medium” and rather little in
the range of reasonableness.
First there’s denial, and then there’s
capitulation.
During the late ‘90s, Corning’s business
was “pretty good.” It started doing what
many companies do when times are
good – acquiring smaller competitors and
consolidating the industry.
The acquired companies brought lots of
new revenue streams and caused earnings to
soar. Investors, in turn, saw the exceptional
numbers and assumed Corning’s earnings
would be flawless for years to come.
Investors generally figure the near future
will look a lot like the recent past. Most
of the time, they’re pretty much right. But
eventually, the future doesn’t look as good as
the recent past, which triggers an abrupt shift
in investor expectations... and causes stock
prices to plummet.
In the fall of 2000, it became increasingly
clear that Corning’s stock was priced to
perfection and that its future would likely be
far less than that. The pendulum of investor
psychology suddenly swung toward hopeless.
American Consequences
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EXPLOITING THE PENDULUM
OF INVESTOR PSYCHOLOGY
As the pendulum of investor psychology
swings like a wrecking ball away from
flawless and toward hopeless, investors are
sure to overreact and create a huge number
of attractive investment opportunities.
Investors anticipated that Corning’s
acquisition binge would be disastrous once
demand slowed. Sure enough, the company
wrote down the value of its newly acquired
businesses an enormous $5 billion the next
year. It also acknowledged the following...
Most of the impaired facilities are
currently available for sale [and] others
will be demolished. The impaired
equipment will be auctioned, sold, or
disposed during 2002.
Four years later, in its 2004 annual report,
Corning noted the market was still out of
balance, saying...
We see few signs of a broader recovery
in overall demand, mix of premium
products, and pricing for our products [in
the telecom division].
I want you to keep the following in mind...
Strong capital markets and historically
low, near-0% interest rates have once again
encouraged U.S. corporations to go on a “buy
growth” binge over the past several years.
As a result, investors have priced stocks to

perfection, assuming that this strong growth
will continue for years to come. But at some
point, the flawless sentiment priced into
stocks will start careening the other way.
There’s another important lesson we can draw
from Bill’s story...
As the pendulum of investor psychology
swings like a wrecking ball away from flawless
and toward hopeless, investors are sure
to overreact and create a huge number of
attractive investment opportunities.
When Corning finally bottomed in 2002
around $3 a share, sentiment was as irrational
as it had been at the peak in August 2000.
Sure, a full recovery was still years away. But
Corning had proven it could weather the
worst of storms. It was a classic deep-value
moment... where the upside potential far
outweighed the downside risk. (Investors that
bought Corning stock near its lows in late
2002 made 10 times their money a year later.)
Superior investors learn to exploit the
pendulum of investor psychology as it swings
between flawless and hopeless.

Mike Barrett has two decades of investing experience in stocks, real estate,
and precious metals. He's also been an analyst with the Extreme Value
investment advisory for the past 8 years.
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ADVERTORIAL

BY ADAM WIEDERMAN

B

ack in June 2018 we made a wild prediction...
“A progressive Democrat insiders are calling “the female Barack
Obama” is preparing to run for President in 2020.”

Well, the big prediction came true recently... Kamala Harris
announced her candidacy.
Making matters worse, there’s a new, incredibly powerful hidden force in our
country that virtually guarantees she’ll win in 2020.
According to one expert (who predicted the bankruptcy of Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac)... the steps she’ll take during her first 100 days in office will
send our nation into one of the worst financial crises in history.
Her policies will not just affect the money you spent your career saving…
It will also disrupt your current source of income – whether it’s Social
Security… a pension … dividends… annuity… or even a salary, if you’re
still working.
“You must begin preparing now. So that when these economic disasters start
to take place, you and your family will get through it safely.”
Click here for the full story – including the steps he recommends you take
today.

HOW MILLENNIALS FEEL ABOUT WORK:

THEGIGEC
Not Just in Brooklyn and Berkeley but in the Post-Industrial Heartland Too

By John
Fedderke
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Could there be a new – and altogether different – sort of economy burgeoning with
today’s millennial generation? We thought they were “feeling the Bern,” but maybe it
really was the cauterization of capitalism.

CONOMY
American Consequences
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THEGIGECONOMY

Raised during the economic disaster of 2008,
the youngest millennials – as defined by
the U.S. Census Bureau – are somewhere
around 20 while the oldest, in their late 30s,
are flirting with true adulthood. And while
there are plenty of hard-working millennials
reshaping attitudes and expectations in
places like Silicon Valley and Redmond,
Washington, Toledo’s Warehouse District has
become ground zero for millennial designers
and digerati in Ohio.
Take Seed Coworking, for example. In the
heart of the district, Seed functions as a kind of
office “co-op” of young web developers, video
producers, and designers. A space for “anyone
who needs a professional work environment
that isn’t your typical office,” freelancers,
startups, and even the average Joe can rent a
daily workspace in Seed’s open, collaborative
environment for about $50-$200 a month.
Across the street from Seed in the hip, familyowned Maddie & Bella Coffee Roasters, I
spoke to a few of Seed’s collaborators. Over
responsibly sourced slow-drip coffee, I asked
them if they felt like the “prosperity train”
has left the station, taking a rocketing stock
market and affordable homes with it. To my
surprise, they didn’t feel that way at all...
Dylan, a content developer born in 1987,
thinks it’s time for a recalibration of
capitalism. To him, the stock market is a knot
of algorithms manipulated by Masters of the
Universe that has no meaning in his life.
“Capitalism is all about me, me, me, and
more, more, more, to the detriment of the
planet,” Dylan said. “It’s based on greed and
consumption.”
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Kristin Kiser, a brand and marketing strategist
who is more Gen X than millennial, agrees
that young people today don’t see brands as
totems of their lifestyle the way some of us
once proudly sported Polo shirts. Now, she
says, brands and products have been replaced
by the experiences they represent. Three weeks
backpacking in Slovenia have become the new
Rolex. You can flood Instagram with pictures of
yourself on mountain peaks day after day, while
a shot of your blinged-out wrist gets old fast.

...the stock market is
a knot of algorithms
manipulated by Masters of
the Universe that has no
meaning in his life.
Even luxury consumables have seen this shift,
notes Kristin’s husband Andrew Newby,
a digital marketer and whiskey distiller.
Whiskey lovers can see the stills and talk to
the Minister of Cocktails while sipping their
favorite blends. Look no further than the
explosion of craft beer or handmade bicycles
and you’ll see that it really doesn’t matter
where you make it... As long as it’s local.
In their various businesses, Andrew and
Kristin employ several young creatives. When
asked to describe their average millennial
employee, and the answer was... “highly
mobile.” Kristin summed it up kindly when
she said, “They devalue dedication and
prioritize evolution.” Career longevity is
not valued as much as a variety of specific
skills and experiences, which creates higher
turnover and adds to the gig economy.

Kristin and Andrew’s goal, like so many of
their employees, is to do what they love and
build a business from it. Unfortunately, it’s
not that easy... or that much fun.
Most millennials grew up with dizzying new
devices – like 2007’s iPhone – amplified by
2008’s frightening financial instability. It’s
easy to imagine anxious parents obsessively
grooming their children to succeed in a
world whose technology and promise they,
themselves, didn’t fully understand.
Because of this uncertainty and upheaval,
today’s 20-somethings often juggle
multiple jobs, anxieties, and relationships
in an attempt to eliminate a single point of
perceived failure in their professional and
personal lives. This allows them to be web
designers by day, bartenders by night, with
“side gigs” in between. And while pursuing
your passion may sound appealing, stress
lurks behind every espresso machine... often
piled with a mountain of college loans that
makes every financial decision more difficult.
Back at Seed Coworking, Dylan said that
while his lifestyle might look fun, he has
no structure or boundaries for his work. Ty,
another Seed coworker, agreed that he feels
the pressure of work anywhere he goes, “fun”
or not. (Ironically, he added that he hated to
see his father work at a job he didn’t like until
he died.) For some, there is a way out. Many
in the gig economy aspire to “get FIREd”...
“Financial Independence, Retire Early” is
their mantra... To retire early and focus on
things that matter – giving back to their
community and leaving the world a better
place. It’s cutting back and learning to live a

pared-down existence versus “keeping up with
the Joneses.”
I came away from my venture into the gig
economy with feelings of both admiration
and concern...
Admiration for the ingenuity with which
young people relentlessly search for authentic
ways to build a self-sufficient life, and concern
that this restless search for authenticity while
avoiding a dreaded single point of failure will
lead to fractured professional and personal
relationships.
And I can’t help but wonder where the jobs
will be for those not as educated and nimble
as the coworkers at Seed. And will anyone
want those jobs?
Perhaps that’s why a disdain for capitalism
and the promise of universal income are
so attractive to millennials... As they’ve
experienced it, the system is broken. Yet,
everyone I spoke with was passionate –
even optimistic – about voting and was
deeply committed to the environment and
improving quality of life. So, music aside, I’ll
take Hipsters over Hippies any day.

John Fedderke is too young to be
Don Draper and too old to be Mark
Zuckerberg. He owned an advertising
agency for many years and, after
retiring, became Director of Marketing
for The Toledo Blade. He has lived in
Toledo all his life.
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TALES OF

emotional

investments

Some people will lose
everything before they
accept a loss...
It was 2001, and I was a new attorney
working on an antitrust case.
At the time there were no smartphones, and
for security reasons, my colleagues and I had
limited access to the Internet. So almost every
day after lunch, I would stop up the street at
the Charles Schwab office to check the market
and my positions.
I wasn’t the only one. Several of my colleagues
also stopped by daily to check their positions.
Schwab had one streamer terminal available
to the public and let customers add their
positions to the list.

Because of our daily lunch visits, the stock
market guys in my office came to know each
other... and just about all the positions each
one was holding.
In September that year, one of my colleagues
was excited about a new stock purchase. He
was able to buy this stock around $30, when
only a year before the stock was trading
around $90... three times higher.
It was one of America’s top 10 biggest
companies when my colleague made his
initial purchase. Wall Street analysts were still
singing this company’s praises. One wellknown bank even had a price target of $74
per share... So, he thought he was getting a
good deal.
American Consequences
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By mid-October – around a month later – the
stock had dropped to around $15. Where
others might have sold, my colleague stayed
the course. He bought more. It was just too
good of a deal... So “good,” he started selling
other positions in his portfolio to put more
money into this stock. He was sure he’d be a
big winner.
He also seemed shocked that the rest of us
weren’t taking a position. But by this time,
bad news started to leak. We kept telling him
to slow down. That something was brewing
behind the scenes. But he wouldn’t listen.
By mid-November, the stock was trading for a
little less than $10... And he went “all in.” He
sold all his positions and “margined” his account
– borrowing money against the value of this one
stock – to buy more of the same stock.

It wasn’t long before he started getting margin
calls. That’s when you must add additional
money or securities to your account or your
broker starts liquidating your positions.
By December 2 – less than three months since
his initial purchase – the stock he had gone
all in on declared bankruptcy and was trading
around $0.30. My colleague’s entire portfolio
was wiped out. And to make matters worse,
he still owed his broker over $70,000 for the
margin that he borrowed.
In the end, my colleague had liquidated his
entire portfolio and life savings for a company
that was “too big to fail”... That company was
Enron, one of the largest bankruptcies in U.S.
history.
Bill McGilton, Editor and Financial Analyst

Vaccines and valuations...
My first success in biotech was with vaccines,
with a company called ID Biomedical. Things
got so dire for this firm, the CEO was putting
lab supplies on his credit card. But it had
great scientists – whom I met with regularly
– and doctors trusted their trials and research.
The company was also well-connected in
public health circles, giving it a head start in
developing the first SARS vaccine.
As its fortunes improved, the firm went
into growth mode and bought a flu-vaccine
production facility. I was the first visitor,
and I was shocked that other investors
would short or go long without walking this
factory floor or doing their own research...
In vaccine circles, this company was top
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of the heap. Eventually, GlaxoSmithKline
agreed and bought out ID Biomedical. As
a recommendation in my biotech-focused
newsletter, we made 333%.
Despite its strong track record and the
support of the medical community, I’m sure
there were emotions on my part... SARS
was a fast-traveling, potentially lethal virus.
And without a vaccine, the flu could easily
bring down older folks. I wanted there to be
solutions. Fortunately, I had both outside
medical experts and a proven, effective drug
on my side... the same things that convinced
GlaxoSmithKline to buy ID Biomedical,
regardless of Wall Street’s math.
Dave Lashmet, Tech Analyst and Researcher

‘It’s time to short the whole
market...’
When I worked on Wall Street, I used to
take a walk around the office on slow days
when portfolio managers and analysts had
their guard down. When the office was quiet,
people felt a little more at ease and often
talked stocks casually. What they didn’t know
was that I was secretly taking notes...
These guys weren’t emotional when their
screen flashed green or red... When I would
ask them about a particular stock, they
focused on fundamentals, not price. It was
these unfiltered ideas and thoughts that were
the genesis for some of my best trades...
They’d give me their dream scenario for stocks
they loved.
And yet, whenever those stocks drifted to
those prices, they wouldn’t pull the trigger.
They became emotional and often questioned
their own logic and research. When this
happened, the first thing I would ask is if
anything changed fundamentally. If not, I was
ready to pull the trigger and start buying or
selling based on our prior conversations.
This came in handy during the summer
of 2007. Scrolling across the tape was an
announcement that a nine-year-old Daimler

Whenever those stocks
drifted to those prices, they
wouldn’t pull the trigger.
They became emotional
and often questioned their
own logic and research.
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Chrysler merger was falling apart because of
financing. Remembering my notes, I stood up
and screamed, “It’s time... It’s time!”
My portfolio manager had no idea what I was
talking about...
Earlier that spring, we were in the midst of
a flurry of merger and acquisition activity. It
seemed like every morning we came into the
office there had been four different takeovers
the night before. I’d never seen anything
like it. I knew my portfolio manager wanted
to be short the market, he just didn’t know
when. That afternoon he made an off-thecuff remark, “You know, the next time one of
these deals falls apart because of financing, it’s
time to short the whole market...”
Standing up at my desk, I reminded him
of his earlier prediction. Surprisingly, he
wanted to dismiss it. The market was just
“too strong.” In hindsight, we were fortunate
enough to start the process of getting rid of
lukewarm holdings and finding some new
stocks to short... Months later, the Great
Recession had begun and the market was
anything but strong.
Did his off-the-cuff remark predict the
inevitability of a coming crash?
No... But it motivated us to re-evaluate our
holdings – without emotional bias – several
months in advance.
Turney Duff, Author and Former Wall Street
Trader
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‘I think we found the next
Michael Jordan’
When the story changes, you sell...
I learned this lesson from a talented teacher. A
man with vast investment knowledge. Because
he’s an intensely private person and would
prefer to remain nameless, I’ll simply refer to
him as the “Guru.”
The Guru is an investing wizard and
billionaire. He’s equally adept at making
money during both bull and bear markets,
as well as nailing investing from a topdown, macro perspective and a bottom-up,
fundamental one.
Over the years, the Guru has made an
absolute fortune investing in Nike. Early in
the company’s history, most folks saw it as a
textile company that sold sneakers... But not
the Guru. He recognized Nike’s potential for
success: The company wasn’t simply selling
shoes... It was selling aspirations – a chance
to be the best. It was building a brand that
honored great athletics.
Most important, its brand was championed
by the greatest of athletes. Nike knew that to
be the “Michael Jordan of brands,” it needed
Jordan to endorse its products.
The Guru first invested in Nike in 1984,
for less than $0.20 a share (split-adjusted).
Today, shares trade for more than $80. As of
last year, the Guru still owned Nike shares,
meaning he’s sitting on a total return of at
least 40,000% from his initial purchase.
But that was just the beginning...
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In Nike, the Guru saw a formula for success
that he thought could be repeated: Identify
an iconic brand with leadership that “gets it,”
invest early, and then – so long as the story
doesn’t change – hold on as the stock powers
higher and higher... Then rinse and repeat
with the next great brand.
So the Guru set out to find the world’s
promising, future best brands. He spoke
with CEOs and investors he admired, pored
through financial data and reports, and
interviewed scores of young people... research
that led the Guru to athletic brand Fila. And
in Fila, he saw an opportunity for history to
repeat itself almost verbatim.
In fact, when the Guru decided to invest in
Fila, he told his team, “I think we found the
next Michael Jordan.”
At the time, Fila was a small, fast-growing
athletic brand from Italy. In the late ‘80s and
early ‘90s, its products began to catch on with
popular rap and hip-hop artists and as they
went mainstream, so did Fila. By 1993, the
company was public.
But Fila wanted more. It wanted to use its
urban “street cred” to break into the suburban
markets the way Nike and Reebok had
done. So in 1994, the company made its
boldest move yet: It outbid Nike and signed
an endorsement deal with up-and-coming
basketball superstar Grant Hill.
Of course, with the benefit of perfect hindsight,
we now know that Hill was no Jordan – either
on or off the court. But in 1994, many thought
Hill could be bigger than Jordan... And he was
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The Guru didn’t want to
believe it. He dug deeper,
did more research, but
deep down he knew the
story had changed.
coming to the market after Jordan had paved
the way and made basketball (and sneakers)
more popular than ever.
The Guru knew this and knew how important
a great basketball shoe could be. He had seen
firsthand how the “Air Jordans” propelled
Nike’s brand. So when James, a young man in
his mailroom, confirmed that he and all his
friends were buying the new Grant Hills, the
Guru bought truckloads of Fila shares... and
the bet paid off.
Hill’s first shoe sold more than 1.5 million
pairs, which at the time made it the bestselling sneaker launch since the first Air
Jordans. And after Hill won Rookie of the
Year honors, his second shoe sold even more
pairs. Fila’s market share went from seventh
in the industry to third in just two years. The
company’s stock surged even higher, going
from the teens to more than $100 per share.
But right around the time Fila debuted the
“Grant Hill III” third-generation sneaker, the
Guru noticed something troubling... Fila’s
shares had stalled out. When he checked in
again with James, he was disappointed with
what he heard...
When it came to playing basketball, the shoes
were a bust. James and his friends had moved
on... back to Jordans and back to Nike.
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The Guru didn’t want to believe it. He dug
deeper, did more research, but deep down he
knew the story had changed. Fila had lost its
gritty edge, pushing too far into fashion to
grab a share of the suburban wallet. As painful
as it may have been to give up on his thesis –
one that had worked before and made him a
fortune – the Guru sold his shares.
Sure enough, Fila began to struggle shortly
thereafter. Rather than flying off the shelf
at more than $100 per pair, the shoes were
severely discounted and barely selling. Then,
it got even worse. James told the Guru that
“no one” was wearing Fila anymore, not even
the older-model shoes or related athletic gear.
In 1998, the company’s U.S. sales fell 49%.
The once-profitable company lost more than
$130 million. Shares cratered, falling from a
high of more than $100 in 1996 to the single
digits. In 2003, vulture investor Cerberus
acquired the company for a little more than
$1 per share.
The Guru shared this story with me as it
was playing out in the late ‘90s. He told this
story not to gloat, but to convey a powerful
lesson as vividly as he could: that in certain
instances, a long-term “buy and hold”
investor must sell... like when your initial
thesis and the primary reason for investing in
a company is no longer valid... no matter how
many times you’ve been “right” before.
Austin Root, Analyst and Portfolio Manager
American Consequences
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THE DEVIL
DRIVES TESLA
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There’s no denying it now:
Elon Musk is not the Messiah.
But how much does it really matter?
Remember, Elon Musk’s defenders keep
telling me, “he’s only human.” The reminder
has become a common refrain these past
nine months among more ardent devotees of
the Tesla CEO. His fans and followers have
had to accept, amid growing reports of the
eco-savior’s erratic behavior and destructive
business practices, that there’s a chance
he’s not the Messiah. Indeed, throughout a
significant chunk of 2018, Tesla’s share price
appeared to fluctuate right along with flawed
human Elon Musk’s many moods.

admitted of the mutant Lotus scheme while
stoned on a video-streamed podcast last fall. Its
new Tesla innards made the Elise significantly
heavier and required them to rebuild
almost every other feature to compensate.
But what Tesla actually accomplished with
the Roadster and everything after was the
attitude we know – and/or blame – them for
today: That so very Silicon Valley cocktail of
conspicuous consumption and conspicuous
self-righteousness.

Which makes sense: His public persona and
perpetual dream vision are what define the
brand. And he was, at least until now, the
primary (if not singular) source of its success.

‘GLUTTONOUS AND VIRTUOUS
AT THE SAME TIME’

Musk may not be the world-saving ecomessiah certain obsessives make him out to
be – but with Tesla he did carry off something
akin to a miracle: He made the electric car
sexy. The first Tesla, the Roadster, was an
entirely different species from the boxy white
Ed Begley, Jr.-mobile which, per a Simpsons
spoof, ran on the driver’s “sense of selfsatisfaction.” The red sports car that Musk
debuted a decade ago was conceived as a
converted Lotus Elise. It was sin on wheels,
adapted for environmental sainthood.
Portentously perhaps, his initial plan to retrofit
an Elise as an electric vehicle (“EV”) failed
utterly: “It was a super dumb strategy,” Musk

By Alice
Lloyd

“The Tesla was the first product that let you
ever be both gluttonous and virtuous at the
same time,” said MIT business professor
David Keith. “You could have the looks and
the speed, and also be doing something good
for the world.” Consumers’ commitment to
the ethos – to the fact that owning a Tesla
tells your neighbors something about you,
something you really want them to know
– has meant they’ve been willing to put up
with bumps in the road: “The field quality
is not what you would expect of a car that
costs $100,000 – say, a Mercedes,” said Keith,
invoking the Model S with its famous battery
fires and so-called bug fixes. “Yet the people
who bought the early Tesla are engaged in the
mission to the point that every ‘bug fix’ is a
badge of honor.”
American Consequences
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Much like that first car he made, Musk is
a total mess imperfectly concealed within
a rockstar(ish) exterior. In 2018, public
outbursts of irrational exuberance – including
a feud with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission and another with the man who
saved the Thai kids from that flooded cave
last summer – have permanently altered the
company’s public image… as have accounts
of the dreaded demands Musk makes of his
employees behind the scenes: layoffs, debt,
and repeated production delays.
The middle-range Tesla Model 3 Musk
promised three years ago, an everyman’s
sedan, would cost $35,000. It was intended to
lure a mass audience away from conventional
cars – thereby, saving the world. And yet,
despite amassing nearly 400,000 preorders,
the Model 3 may never make it to scale at the
promised price: Fewer than half the pre-orders
have been manufactured so far. Indeed, Tesla
may never be able to afford to sell a Model
3 for $35,000 – it’s now closer to $50,000 –
leaving room for long-term competition from
Audi’s and BMW’s luxury electric vehicles on
one end, and eventually Ford’s on the other.
Plus, demand isn’t what it used to be: Model
3 sales were down late last year.
Its profits, some say, may have already peaked.
“Tesla underestimated the cost curves and
manufacturing side of the equation,” analyst
Joseph Spak with the Royal Bank of Canada
told clients in a late January letter, explaining
Musk’s unrealistic projections for the $35,000
Model 3 – which, close to three years later,
“still does not exist,” Spak wrote.
Analyst Adam Jonas of Morgan Stanley, the
leading Tesla whisperer on Wall Street, wrote in
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a recent analysis that Tesla’s market dominance
could be approaching a peak: After this year,
key competitors could begin to gain on the
company, and not a moment too soon.
Jonas witnessed the enigmatic founder’s
oncoming crisis on an earnings call last
spring. Musk deflected questions about
production delays and the company’s
mounting debt – which is currently hurtling
toward $1 billion, about a third of its cash
on hand. He called analysts’ questions “dry”
and “boring.” Instead, Musk talked for 20
minutes to a fan who’d piped in via YouTube.
It was, Jonas said, “the most unusual call” of
his career.

‘$100,000 BATTERY CARS THAT
CATCH ON FIRE’
And by way of an explanation, “Elon
Musk is a total crazy pants,” said one
former employee, who used to manage
communications for the company and
requested anonymity to speak candidly about
his time at Tesla. The pace and procedure of
Tesla’s manufacturing plans were a problem
long before market analysts and the media
caught on, this ex-employee explained.
“There’s a striking amount of ends-justifythe-means people at Tesla. They really
believed that they were going to save the
world somehow, with their $100,000 battery
cars that catch on fire.” At one point, he was
asked to redirect blame for the Tesla Model
S’s repeated, and virtually inextinguishable,
battery fires away from the cars themselves –
and heap scrutiny on the firefighters who’d
rush to the scene of a flaming Tesla.

“They’re like, ‘You need to make sure you
pivot as much attention as possible to the first
responders. Elon prefers not keep the focus
on the vehicle itself,’” this employee recalls: “I
said, ‘So my task is to blame the first responders
for the Tesla vehicle fires?’ They’re like,
‘Well, you’re not blaming them per se, but
he only believes that it’s a better use of our
time. And you know how Elon is about time
management.’” He refused, on moral grounds,
to say what he was told Musk wanted him
to. A colleague made the statement instead,
thinking nothing of it.
“In general, people were willing to lie to keep
Elon happy – or else they’d avoid him,” he
explained. “People protecting him from any
reality that might disappoint him and get
them fired were actually endangering
customers,” the ex-employee said.
2018’s Model S battery fires
eventually led to a National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration
investigation, finally a recall, and
a hardware fix from Tesla. Far less
fixable, 2018 also saw a fatal autopilot
accident. Rather than admit
the tech may be flawed,
Musk blamed the
driver for misusing
it. Multiple drivers
who survived
autopilot
accidents are
currently suing
Tesla.

Tesla may be slowly approaching the cusp of
declining dominance. But as a soul-searching
self-saboteur struggling under the weight of
his reputed genius, blinded by self-regard and
coddled by an admiring inner circle, Musk
will always be the archetypal Silicon Valley
founder-CEO. (And to complete the picture,
he’s convinced he’s not your typical tech titan
turned cult-leader.) Musk’s chief of staff Sam
Teller is even a consultant on the satirical
sitcom Silicon Valley: He advises the show’s
writers, feeding them details from life at Tesla,
to make their send-up of eccentric CEOcentric startup culture even more accurate.

THE WEIRDEST YEAR
ON RECORD
Teller’s insights may have been worth more
before last year, when Tesla’s public reputation
caught up with what insiders knew about
Musk’s mindset and manner of doing business.
His erratic behavior over the summer woke the
world up to what sort of weirdness had long
been afoot behind the scenes.
First, the rashly exuberant CEO personally
delivered a submarine equipped with SpaceX
technology to the mouth of the flooded
cave where 12 Thai teenagers were trapped
with their soccer coach. The British caver
Vernon Unsworth who had discerned the
boys’ location and enlisted expert divers to
lead them to safety called Musk’s conspicuous
donation a “stunt” which had “absolutely
no chance of working” its way through the
cave’s narrow, winding passages. According to

“Elon Musk is a total crazy pants.”
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Unsworth, who tried in vain to shake off the
hero’s mantle himself, Musk’s contribution
was a self-serving distraction at a time of
crisis. Or, as he put it, “He can stick his
submarine where it hurts.”
Musk sprang to his own defense, ranting
to his Twitter followers that his submarine
engineers had done their research and would
do a demo anywhere, anytime – to which
Unsworth replied that when Musk arrived
at the rescue scene, he “was asked to leave
very quickly.” At that, Musk took to Twitter
once more, this time calling Unsworth a
pedophile. Come August he vented yet again,
now to a Buzzfeed reporter, that Unsworth
must be a “child rapist.” Why else, Musk
reasoned, would a grown man move from
Britain to Thailand? Unsworth, and the Thai
girlfriend he’d relocated to live with, sued for
defamation later that month. Their hearing is
set for April.
When he wasn’t slandering a heroic expat,
Musk answered a Twitter follower’s query
about taking Tesla private with a mock
announcement that he’d been considering it
at “$420” a share and had “funding secured.”
In the ensuing chaos, Tesla stocks soared.
(Ironically, in a letter Musk sent employees
to explain away the tweet, he invoked Tesla’s
topsy-turvy value fluctuations to justify his
stated preference for privatizing.) Many
shareholders didn’t get the pot joke – 420 is
a popular code for weed – but the Securities
and Exchange Commission did.
The Wall Street watchdog called his reckless

announcement another stunt, perhaps to
impress his Canadian popstar girlfriend
Grimes – who told the rapper Azealia Banks
that the referential number amuses him –
and hit him with a fine for securities fraud.
They subpoenaed both Grimes and Banks
concerning the motivation for the tweet,
which was, by all accounts, the product of
a hazy, lost weekend last August. Musk agreed
to pay a $20 million penalty and let the board
choose a new chairman to keep an eye on
him and restore a semblance of stability.
What actually happened that weekend is
anyone’s guess.
Musk’s destructive tweeting tends to fall
short of the president’s easy bravado. But, per
one ex-employee’s theory anyway, he models
his social media manners after Trump’s.
“He became sort of hyper-powered
once he saw the president’s ability to
tweet with impunity,” I’m told. His
jokes confuse people in public settings
almost as profoundly as they do online.
In person, he pauses awkwardly between
sentences and his attempts at humor
typically fail. Musk even bombed at the
Paris climate talks with a crowd
predisposed to worship him.
(He compared greenhouse
gases to a turd in the
punchbowl: Crickets.)
He breaks unnervingly
into a “Merlin’s laugh”
– bent over in a fit of
giggles for no clear

“He can stick his submarine where it hurts.”
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reason – and tends to get up and walk out
of meetings without warning. Maybe he
was following a scent. Musk is said to be so
distracted by odors that no one in his orbit
wears perfume or cologne. The same exemployee described being advised by the top
recruiter for Tesla and SpaceX to make sure
his hair was neat, normal, not at all “funky.” A
world-class engineer, the recruiter explained,
had once been made to come in for a second
interview with his hairdo altered: Musk had
initially found the engineer’s dreadlocks so
distracting that he could barely remember the
man’s name.
There are fewer protective layers on the
inside these days to cater to his eccentricities.
Several senior leaders have left: Tesla lost
13 executives to summer layoffs. And in
December, Musk’s closest adviser and most
stalwart defender, his general counsel and
reputed best friend Todd Maron, left the
company. Before joining Tesla, Maron was
thrice-divorced Musk’s divorce attorney.
(Two of those divorces were from the same
woman.) And, as such, he defended Musk
with passionate personal conviction – even in
internal meetings which might have benefited
from dispassionate insight.

THE FUTURE BELONGS
TO MUSK
But as Tesla’s fluctuations this year reveal,
its brand identity and its success have been
emotionally driven from the start. Musk’s
personal power and Tesla’s influence were

always more cultural than practical. And,
perversely, that’s why they might hold their
dominance next year and beyond. Because
even if the Model 3 had been ready for
buyers on schedule – or if every vehicle Musk
projected were on the road within three years,
say – they’d still comprise a very slim fraction
of the country’s automobiles, let alone the
world’s. And saving the world... that was the
plan along.
But every promise Musk has ever made
required a leap of faith. None of his savethe-world moonshot ideas has been ever
much more than a dream. And yet there’s no
shortage of otherwise rationally-minded men
and women desperate to believe in him, even
now.
Today, the smart bet is against him. Still, he
has plenty of powerful friends on his side:
Oracle CEO Larry Ellison joined the board
at the end of 2018, while old allies like Reid
Hoffman and Peter Thiel have remained loyal
as ever. And, more importantly for businesses
that build on mystique, Musk is still cool.
To the wider world of up-and-coming tech
titans for instance, he remains a hero of
mythic importance. Of one thing, MIT’s
David Keith – a Musk skeptic, for the most
part – is abundantly certain. “If Tesla came
walking in today, hiring MBA students,” he
says, “we would have a queue out the door,
no doubt.” For better (or probably worse) in
the collective imagination of the generation
whose faith his dream visions depend on, the
future belongs to Musk.

Alice Lloyd is writer in Washington, D.C. and a Weekly Standard widow.
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By Dr. RIchard Smith

DON’T LET YOUR PREJUDICE BE CONFIRMED
We know that certain bad habits
are hazardous to your health. And
many know that cognitive biases –
irrational tendencies built into the
brain that lead to poor judgment –
can be hazardous to your wealth.
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Over the past six decades or so, dozens of
cognitive biases have been identified. One of
the oldest and most dangerous of these is
“confirmation bias.”

There is no way to calculate the total amount,
but it’s safe to say veritable oceans of investor
wealth have been lost to confirmation
bias. And for investors in the present day,
confirmation bias is just as dangerous as ever.
That’s the bad news. The good news is, there’s
a simple way to beat confirmation bias – or at
least to safeguard against it.
What is confirmation bias exactly? Roughly
speaking, confirmation bias is:
• The tendency to support an existing point
of view
• A habit of seeking evidence that “confirms”
a favored point of view
• An additional habit of rejecting evidence
that challenges that view
• A habit of modifying judgment and
memory without realizing it
Put more simply, the human brain wants to
reinforce the views it already has. If emotion
is involved, the tendency gets even stronger.
And the whole process works at the
subconscious level. It is possible to be wholly
in the grip of confirmation bias without even
realizing it – even if it “feels” like you are
being 100% rational.
Intelligence is no defense against confirmation
bias. In fact, the smarter you are, the more
exposed you are to confirmation bias as
a rule, because smart people are better at
rationalizing after-the-fact justification for
their beliefs.
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As the science writer and famed skeptic
Michael Shermer puts it: “Smart people
believe weird things because they are skilled
at defending beliefs they arrived at for nonsmart reasons.”
This explains why confirmation bias is so
dangerous for investors. When it comes to
investing, nobody is right all the time. There
are times when a wise investor has to say, “I
was wrong,” or otherwise change his mind on
a thesis or let it go.
But if the investor is emotionally attached
to his initial investment or point of view,
or both, confirmation bias can lock in that
sense of attachment. This leads to heroic acts
of rationalization as the brain seeks out ways
to defend an existing point of view, while
denying or selectively ignoring evidence that
goes against that point of view.
For investors specifically, unchecked
confirmation bias can cause losses ranging
in size from modest to disastrous. When a
famous investor gets on a bad path and loses
billions on an investment – which happens
more often than you might think – some
version of confirmation bias is usually involved.
Confirmation bias makes it hard to let go,
precisely when a non-biased analysis would
strongly favor letting go.
It can also lead to missed opportunity, like
when an investor misses a multiyear bull
trend in an industry or sector because he
refused to change an initially negative point
of view.
Confirmation bias was discovered almost 60
years ago by a cognitive psychologist named

Peter Cathcart Wason at University College
London.
Dr. Wason pioneered the “Psychology of
Reasoning,” an inquiry into the mistakes
people make on a consistent basis. He coined
the term “confirmation bias” to describe the
tendencies he documented after running a
series of experiments.
One of Dr. Wason’s most famous experiments
not only underscores the presence of
confirmation bias, it shows how you
can beat it – or at least safeguard against
it – by developing a simple habit that is
counterintuitive for most people.
The experiment, carried out in 1960, was
known as the “2-4-6” task. It worked like this:
• The subjects were shown a set of three
numbers: 2-4-6
• The subjects were told a certain rule
determines the sequence
• The subjects were asked to try to figure out
what the rule was
For the subjects of the experiment, the 2-46 task looked like a logic test. They were
encouraged to propose different sets of numbers
in order to test a hypothesis as to what the “rule”
was that generated the 2-4-6 result.
The majority of subjects in the test followed a
pattern that looked like this:
• They intuited the pattern was a rise of even
numbers
• They would offer guesses like “8-10-12” and
“14-16-18”
• The experimenter would say “correct”
multiple times
• The subject would confidently guess the rule

The subjects of the experiment tended to be
absolutely confident in their final guesses –
that the rule was a pattern of rising by two or
starting with an even number and adding two
each time.
But that was wrong: The actual rule was,
“three rising numbers in sequence.” The initial
2-4-6 was a deceptive pattern. It could have
been any three numbers. A guess of 3-47-104
would have worked just as well.

The human brain wants to
reinforce the views it already
has. If emotion is involved, the
tendency gets even stronger.
The 2-4-6 task was remarkable in what it
showed via the common pattern of behavior
in the test subjects.
• Most of the subjects started with a hunch
that the 2-4-6 pattern was “rising by two
each time”
• Most of the subjects then offered guesses in
line with their “rising by two” theory
• And most of the subjects then offered their
opinion with a high degree of confidence –
and were likely shocked and surprised when
told they were wrong!
The funny thing here is, the subjects could
have challenged their own hunches at any
point.
There was no penalty for offering a series of
numbers to which the experimenter said “no,
that’s not it.” All a subject would have needed
to test his hunch would have been to try a
series of numbers that didn’t conform to the
rising-by-two rule, just to see what happened.
American Consequences
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But again, most people didn’t do that. They
got an early hunch, and it solidified in their
mind, and their hunch grew stronger with
every additional number sequence they tried
– because they never attempted to disconfirm
their original views.
And that was another funny thing: If you
thought the rule was “rising by two” and you
only offered up test cases that supported your
idea, you could offer 50 test cases, or 100, or
500, and the experimenter would say “yes that
fits the rule” every time – and your final guess
at what the rule is would still be wrong.

This brings us to the five-word recipe for
beating confirmation bias: Seek to disconfirm
your hypothesis.

Confirmation bias is wired into all human
brains. Countless experiments in the decades
since Peter Wason’s 2-4-6 task have confirmed
that finding over and over.
The way to fight back against it is to do
something counterintuitive: Make a regular
habit of playing devil’s advocate with yourself.
Habitually challenge your favored point of view.
Ask yourself: “What could make me wrong?”
Or “How can I see this differently?”
It is not at all a normal habit to question one’s
own assumptions – to take the time and effort
to challenge your own point of view. The
brain is not built that way.
Richard Smith has a PhD in math and
systems science and is the founder and
CEO of TradeStops. He has spent the
last 10 years researching and developing
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It is a strange idea to most people to regularly
doubt your own theories, or to try to step back
and imagine what a situation might look like
through the eyes of a different person – someone
with a completely different point of view.
But the strangeness of this habit, the
counterintuitive nature of it, helps explain
why it can be so useful to investors. To
counter the cognitive biases that are
hardwired into the brain, we have to
engage in activities that sometimes feel
uncomfortable.

The habit of confirmation
bias is so pervasive and
dangerous – especially
when it comes to investing –
that making a counter-habit
of saying “what could make
me wrong?” or “how can I
see this differently?” can be
hugely valuable over time.
When natural ways of thinking lead to
irrational results, we can use higher order
cognitive tools to adjust the image and bring
rationality back into the picture.
The habit of confirmation bias is so pervasive
and dangerous – especially when it comes
to investing – that making a counter-habit
of saying “what could make me wrong?” or
“how can I see this differently?” can be hugely
valuable over time.
algorithms and services that give
individual investors the tools they need
to succeed and better manage their
investments.

ADVERTORIAL

BASED ON TRUE EVENTS

Right Now, America Is on
the Verge of a Breakdown
n WILL BONNER | EXECUTIVE PUBLISHER

You probably don’t know me, but I work at
the largest underground media network in
America.
We have 2.7 million subscribers – making us
bigger than the Wall Street Journal. Yet, most
Americans have never heard of us. And we
intended to keep it that way... until recently...
...when I decided to leak a story that you are
not being told by the media.
It concerns the civil unrest in our streets,
race, inequality, drugs, and the US economy.

of this nature does not make us popular. In
fact, we’ve been attacked before.
Our offices have been set on fire. Our
content has been targeted by corrupt
politicians and banned by some major
corporate media outlets.
You may not have a chance to see this again.
Click here to see it now. You risk nothing
doing so.

Frankly, you may find some of it offensive.
But I do think it’s important you at least give
it a look. Our country is about to confront
a new conflict... that will define our lives for
decades to come.

I have instructed my staff to reserve a special,
limited edition guide to this coming crisis for
anyone who reads the letter. But be warned,
we only have a few thousand remaining and
I expect well over a thousand people will see
this message today. Do not wait.

As you might imagine, sharing information

PLEASE CLICK HERE TO READ IT.

LOVE,
LIES, AND
TEA LEAVES
Using common sense instead of
looking for a sign on Wall Street
might leave you with a fuller cup
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he old adage on Wall Street is to
not get too emotional... “Don’t get
married to a stock,” is how it’s often
said. I never had that problem. I never got
angry when a stock went against me, nor did By Turney
Duff
I get too excited when one went up. People
around me saw this as a kind of cool-handed
detachment, but I really didn’t have control
over it. Much later in life, I was diagnosed
with a low-grade depression called dysthymia
(see more about dysthymia on the following
page), which I apparently had for a very long
time. It gave me clarity during my trading
years, so if I was in a bad trade, I’d bail.
There’s a big difference between a trade
and an investment. It’s like the difference
between a one-night stand and a committed
relationship. But regardless, the truth of the
matter is that we’re all just renting stocks.
There is no happily ever after, because
eventually a newer, younger, and prettier
company enters our lives, and we forget about
and move on from the previous relationship.
So no matter what – do not ever propose to
one of your trading ideas. There’s no such
thing as true love on Wall Street.
American Consequences
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“Stocks don’t lie, people do,” is another
common phrase you can hear across trading
desks on Wall Street. And it’s true. When a
stock is telling you something with its price
action, you should pay attention. Of course,
there are fluctuations and times when things
get mispriced, but more often than not, the
stock is telling you the truth. And people...
well, that’s a different story.
In the high-finance world there’s a dichotomy.
And it’s based on two basic premises: First,
everyone is a liar until proven otherwise...
the other, a quote from Ernest Hemingway,
“The best way to find out if you can trust

Dysthymic Disorder
The chronic, but not disabling, form
of depression of which Turney says,
"It gave me clarity during my trading
years."
According to the American Psychiatric
Association's Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, one of the
diagnostic criteria is "Individuals may
note the prominent presence of low
interest and self-criticism."
Well, we all know how important
"low interest" is to stock market
performance. And no wise and
thoughtful trader is harmed by the
"prominence" of self-criticism.
So... while we certainly don't wish that
we suffered from dysthymia, we do see
how it could be useful on Wall Street!
- The Editors
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somebody is to trust them.” And it’s not easy
to balance the two. If you trust everyone on
Wall Street, you won’t be successful. And if
you trust no one on Wall Street, you won’t be
successful. The trick is figuring out who – and
what – to believe.
So early in trading/business relationships, I’d
play it really loose, almost baiting the other
person to take advantage of me. And if they
ripped me off for $10,000-$20,000, I’d thank
them and never look back. It probably saved
me millions down the road.
Sometimes all the research in the world isn’t
as good as a gut feeling. Professional cardcounting blackjack players would disagree...
They’d never rely on their guts to make a
wager. To them, it’s 100% about statistics
and discipline. The exact amount of what and
when to bet is based on the card count. And
in that case, they’re right. But on Wall Street,
sometimes you need to read the tea leaves.
The easiest million dollars I ever made was
on ImClone Systems, the same company
that helped take down Martha Stewart and
Sam Waksal. It was 2001 and the stock price
was in a free fall due to the FDA’s rejection
of drug Erbitux on December 28. The press
finally reported the story near the end of the
trading day. The stock was trading around
$15 (Martha sold at $58) when I got a phone
call from one of my brokers: “I’ve got $200k
of IMCL to buy.” Then I got another call
from a different broker with the same exact
flow. A few seconds later, two other brokers
called me indicating they had large buyers of
IMCL. Within the same minute, a few more
firms called to tell me they had six-figure
buyers of the stock.

So by the 10th call from UBS, I knew what
he was going to say before I even picked up
the phone, “Hey Turney, we’ve got $200k
shares of IMCL for sale.”
“OK, thanks,” I said, and hung up.
Then I said to myself, “Did he just say for
sale?”
I quickly called back and confirmed that, in
fact he did say for sale.
“I BUY,” I screamed.
With so many larger buyers on the street, it
only took minutes for the stock to be up a
quick $5 and that’s when I sold my shares. It’s
usually not that easy, and it seems more like
common sense than reading tea leaves.

But I believe the market is designed to make
the greatest number of people look stupid.
So it makes sense to read people just like you
read charts, especially when a large part of the
finance community is looking at or wanting
the same thing – like the bottom in the
market. There’s an emotional see-saw within
trading that’s sometimes easy to spot.
Reading people works best over a long period
of time... You get to know someone better
the more dates you go on. It's like how the
historic behavior and emotional reactions lead
me to understand how a stock might trade
in the future. When I sit next to someone
or speak with someone every day, I assess
their normal behavior as a baseline. I use
this method to determine what the stock or
market normally does, too. And when I begin
to see a pattern, I’m in business.
Apathy and capitulation are huge signals
for an opportunity to trade stocks. You can
recognize that a stock usually moves when
a particular trader gives up. The next time
you see it, it’s time to strike because he or
she isn’t positioned for the move. I also used
to keep track of how well a trader or analyst
performed. If they had a bad feel for the
market, I always wanted to hear what they
had to say – so I could go the other way.
People who are always wrong are gold.

Turney Duff is a former trader at one of the biggest hedge funds in the
world, the Galleon Group, where its founder and several Galleon employees
were found guilty of insider trading. Turney rose through the ranks and then
fell prey to the trappings of Wall Street: money, sex, drugs, alcohol, and
power. Turney chronicles his spectacular rise and fall in his bestselling book,
The Buy Side: A Wall Street Trader’s Tale of Spectacular Excess.

LOVE, LIES, AND TEA LEAVES

I believe the market is
designed to make the
greatest number of
people look stupid. So
it makes sense to read
people just like you read
charts, especially when a
large part of the finance
community is lookingat or
wanting the same thing.
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There’s a difference between sympathy
and empathy – the difference between
understanding what others feel and
feeling what they feel.
Whether you’re sympathetic or empathetic
can make a big difference in business. (And,
of course, in the rest of life.) Especially if
you’re neither and treat everybody like a cat
treats an injured mouse – you’ll end up eating
cat food.
Sympathy and empathy are both good. But
one is not necessarily better, ethically, than
the other.
Modern moralizing tends to favor empathy
over sympathy. The sympathetic formulation,
“Our thoughts and prayers are with you,” is
mocked. More to current taste in virtue is the
empathetic saying – often cited as originating
in a wise Native American aphorism – “Never
judge someone until you’ve walked a mile in
his shoes.”
That, however, is not always an act of
kindness. As the comedian Emo Philips says,
“Never judge someone until you’ve walked
a mile in his shoes. That way, when you do
judge him, you’re a mile away and you have
his shoes.”
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By P. J.
O’Rourke

Also, after lacing up the other person’s
footwear, a lot depends on where you’re
walking to. If you’re walking a mile to his
trailer home from his minimum wage
graveyard shift job, that’s one thing. If you’re
walking a mile to the 19th hole across the
fairways and greens of Augusta National,
that’s another, even if the shoes pinch.
Politics is a business. Sympathy and empathy
play important roles in the political business.
(Although, let’s avoid discussion of politics at
the present moment. Right now everybody on
every side of every political issue is so pissed
off that the finer emotions, like sympathy and
empathy, have been pushed into the sand trap
at Augusta or the dumpster at the trailer park
or the gender-inclusive toilet in the bar where
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez used to work.)
Let’s cool off and go back in time to a period
that we can view with dispassionate eyes.
George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton were an
interesting contrast between sympathy and
empathy.
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Bush was a deeply sympathetic man. He cared
about other people’s feelings. And he was no
dummy. He understood why people felt the
way they felt.
On the other hand, Bush never seemed to
have the imagination or temperament to
practice empathy – to project himself into
other people’s lives. In fact, George might
have thought that would be rude, too
intrusive, too inappropriately personal.
Meanwhile, Clinton was the most
inappropriately personal man on earth. He
had no problem projecting himself into other
people’s... underwear. Not to mention lives.
Clinton was Mr. Empathy. “I feel your pain.”
And when he said that he probably – in
his over-imaginative theatrical brain full of

I SEE YOU!

shallow adolescent sensitivity – meant it. For
a moment. Until it was somebody else’s turn
for Bill to feel their... whatever.

But did Bill have any real sympathy for other
people? We’ll have to ask Hillary. You first.
Bush’s calm, reasonable, and self-controlled
attitude toward the mild recession at the end
of his administration was interpreted as coldhearted. His apparent lack of empathy cost
him his re-election.
Clinton’s ability to act the part of Empathizerin-Chief won him the White House.
Yet, in retrospect, we see one of them as a
kind, decent man who loved America and
Americans and who did his best for his fellow
citizens. And we sympathize.
And we see the other as having nothing but
the most sympathetic possible feelings – for
himself. Just an old, conceited, rich, crony
capitalist from whom nobody ever wants to
hear anything again. And we don’t empathize
with him at all.

Personally, as emotions go,
I prefer sympathy to empathy.
Trying to understand people’s
feelings is steadier, more
sensible, and less selfdramatizing....
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sus EMPATHY
As it is in the business of politics, so it is in
the business of business. Another example of
sympathy contrasting with empathy would be
Facebook and Amazon.
Leaving aside, for the moment, Facebook’s
reputational and regulatory problems
and Amazon’s 50% dominance of online
commerce and much larger market
capitalization, Facebook is by far the more
extraordinary business success.
That’s because Amazon is, with all its e-bells
and e-whistles, just a store that delivers –
which the corner grocery had a boy doing
100 years ago.
Facebook came out of nowhere from nothing
– a product nobody knew existed that filled
no stated need or obvious want and suddenly
everybody had to have it.
The idea behind Facebook was Harvard’s
“Face Book,” a campus publication containing
the pictures and names of everyone in the
Harvard dormitories. Mark Zuckerberg was
immediately sympathetic to the idea that
everyone would “like” to know other people.
Whether there was any empathy involved, I
have no idea. Maybe Zuckerberg was lonely.
Or – captain of his prep school fencing
team, member of Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity,
starting Facebook with friends from his
dorm– maybe he wasn’t. But no empathy
was necessary. All that was needed was
understanding what others feel.

Amazon is different. Jeff Bezos empathized
with his customers. He put himself in our
place – which is sitting on our butts in front
of a computer thinking, “It would be a hassle
to go out and shop.” Whether he has any
sympathy for us, who can tell? Sympathy is
beside the point.
Personally, as emotions go, I prefer sympathy
to empathy. Trying to understand people’s
feelings is steadier, more sensible, and less selfdramatizing than trying to project yourself
into their underwear or steal their shoes.
Nevertheless... Empathy may be a better
business tool than sympathy, as George H. W.
Bush learned in his loss to Bill Clinton.
Where do you think Facebook and Amazon
will be in 10 years?
When I mention Facebook to my collegeage daughter she doesn’t just roll her eyes at
me like I’m the extinct social media wooly
mammoth that I am. She also gives me a look
of alarmed exasperation as if I’d suggested she
give up Uber and start hitchhiking.
“Facebook is creepy,” she says. “The ads stalk
you. The people stalk you. All your data gets
hacked.”
As for where Amazon will be in 10 years?...
Right where it is now, and then some, is my
guess.
Now excuse me, the UPS man is at the door.
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By Andrew
Ferguson

T

he vast majority of social psychologists – easily over 90%, by most estimates
– count themselves on the left politically and culturally. So it’s no big
surprise that gobs and gobs of social science have been deployed to prove
that conservatives and libertarians are a little... well, you know... a little off.

Belief in free markets and
entrepreneurship, respect for
tradition and objectivity, suspicion
of government tinkering and central
planning – these have been taken by
many social scientists to be evidence
that residents of the non-left side of
the political spectrum aren’t playing
with a full deck. In a word, conservatism –
including right-leaning libertarianism – is a
pathology. This we know, for social science
tells us so.
How far will our social psychologists go to
discredit their political opposites? Here’s
how far: One semester a little over 10 years
ago, experimental psychologists recruited 76
college students at UC Berkeley to fill out a
form placing their own political orientation
on a scale from liberal (1) to conservative (5).
It’s unclear from the published study how
many of the lucky 76 identified themselves
as conservative – you might have heard that
Berkeley is not known as a hothouse of rightwingery. Nearly half the students were Asian,

one-third were Caucasian, and all of them, by
definition, were the kind of kids who want
to go to Berkeley. Not even the researchers
pretended that the students formed a
randomly selected, statistically representative
sample – of anything.
Still, science never rests. With the
questionnaires in hand, a team of grad
students was dispatched to the students’
dorm rooms. These weren’t just any grad
students. These were grad students who
had been trained to codify “environmental
attributes” according to the Personal Living
Space Cue Inventory. (Those capital letters
are impressive, aren’t they?) And code they
did – every little detail they found in the
living spaces. They gave numerical values to

In a word, conservatism
– including right-leaning
libertarianism – is a pathology.
This we know, for social
science tells us so.
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the “presence of string [or] thread” in the
dorm rooms. If there was an ironing board,
it got coded. Were there any postage stamps
in evidence? Coded. International maps? Also
coded. A laundry basket? How about the CDs
– any folk music in there? Was the furniture
modern or old-fashioned? No stinky pair of
socks escaped attention. The grad students
coded it all.
Back at the psych lab, the computers were fed
and the numbers went crunch, crunch. The
scientists wrote up their findings and in 2008
published a paper with the piquant title “The
Secret Lives of Liberals and Conservatives.”
And guess what?
“We found support,” they concluded, “for
many of the observations made by social
and psychological theorists over the last 75
years or so... concerning the ways in which
personality differences covary with political
orientation. Liberals did appear to be more
open, tolerant, creative, curious, expressive,
enthusiastic, and drawn to novelty and
diversity, in comparison with conservatives,
who appeared to be more conventional,
orderly, organized, neat, clean, withdrawn,
reserved, and rigid.”
It’s amazing what you think you can learn
sorting the dirty laundry of 76 students at
Berkeley. You just have to be a social scientist
with a thesis to prove. The study, of course,
is glaringly preposterous. Yet as of this
writing, it has been cited 824 times in other
professional journals and is now taken as
a foundational text in the literature on the
psychological sources of political ideology.
February 2019

The researchers themselves thought it had
broad explanatory power. They even thought
it told us why conservatives tend to go into
fields like “finance, in which order and
structure are inherently imposed, as opposed
to the arts, humanities, and even [hey,
whaddaya know] social sciences, in which
creativity, openness, and cognitive flexibility
are job requirements.”

It’s amazing what you think
you can learn sorting the
dirty laundry of 76 students
at Berkeley. You just have
to be a social scientist with
a thesis to prove.

Not all the social science studies that try to
prove non-liberal beliefs to be pathological are
so transparently ridiculous. Yet most of them
do share the same methodological problem,
a common one in the social sciences. They
assume what they intend to prove. Social
psychologists speak of the RR model
(“Rigidity of the Right”) and the NSC model
(“Need for Security and Certainty”) as tools
to understand why free marketers and other
conservatives think the way they do. Together
the two models cast conservatives as timid,
frightened, cautious, unyielding creatures.
This, you’ll notice, nicely suits the common
liberal caricature of the right – as somebody
once put it, “They get bitter, they cling to
guns or religion or antipathy toward people
who aren’t like them, or anti-immigrant
sentiment.

Barack Obama didn’t have to cite any social
science when he spoke those words in 2008.
His listeners – at a Democratic fundraiser
in San Francisco – already assumed them
to be self-evidently true. All by itself, this
widely shared lack of self-awareness should
make lefty social scientists extra careful
when exploring the psychology of people
whose political views they don’t share – or
understand.
But it doesn’t. Instead the researchers fall
into tautology. Note that “personal rigidity”
and a “need for security” are psychological
traits – “pre-political,” in social science lingo.
Yet in most of the studies in this area, the
scales measuring the psychological traits are
the same as those measuring political views.
Rigidity, a need for security, and similar traits
are taken to be predictors of conservatism.
Conservatism is taken to be evidence of
rigidity, a need for security, and similar traits.
The reasoning is pristinely circular, a daisy
chain of confirmation bias. As one team
of (very brave) renegade social scientists
concluded, “This [technique] is tautological
when one is attempting to address the
empirical question of whether, and to what
degree, such traits and styles correlate with
conservatism.”
This technical flaw has long crippled the
search – always tendentious – for the
psychological origins of political beliefs. It
goes back at least to the end of World War II,
when a sociologist named Theodor Adorno
developed what he called the “F-scale” to
detect the “authoritarian personality.” “F”
was for “fascist,” needless to say. Adorno
and his colleagues set in train the notion

that “science” proved the rigidity, closemindedness, and habitual fear of people who
resisted the leftist beliefs of... Theodor Adorno
and his colleagues. Such traits were in fact
“pre-fascist tendencies,” Adorno said. So keep
your eye on those Eisenhower Republicans!
Adorno arrived at his sweeping conclusions
by studying questionnaires filled out by 180
respondents drawn from various locations
near his lab, including the University of
California, a mental hospital (these were
not the same place), San Quentin, and the
local Lion’s Club. Science can be so easy
sometimes! It helped, too, that Adorno
and his colleagues, as the great historian
Christopher Lasch pointed out, “arrived at
their conclusions in advance through a set of
self-validating measures.”

All by itself, this widely shared
lack of self-awareness should
make lefty social scientists
extra careful when exploring
the psychology of people
whose political views they
don’t share – or understand.

But you don’t need a nose for tautologies to
find the flaws in politicized social science. The
nonsense is undisguised, evident at a glance.
Here is the money sentence from “Political
Conservatism as Motivated Social Cognition,”
a 2006 study that is the most cited (more
than 3,400 citations) and influential work
in the literature: “People embrace political
American Consequences
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conservatism (at least in part) because it serves
to reduce fear, anxiety, and uncertainty; to
avoid change, disruption, and ambiguity; and
to explain [the need for] order.

take a chance with the freewheeling and
undetermined outcomes of the marketplace.
If you want to “avoid change and disruption,”
stay as far away from capitalism as possible.

Allow me a personal note and an anecdotal
observation. As a political writer in
Washington, I have spent most of my
professional life surrounded by every
ideological type, from gold bugs to openborders absolutists, from Marxists-in-disguise
to anarcho-capitalists, and every stop in
between.

Which leaves us with a question: How can
pseudo-scientists maintain their distorted
caricature of free marketers in the face of such
obvious contradictory evidence from the real
world?

If you want to “avoid
change and disruption,”
stay as far away from
capitalism as possible.
Conservatives generally, and right-leaning
libertarians especially, are nearly always the
most ardent defenders of free markets. And
free markets are the surest paths to change
and disruption, which the social psychologists
tell us conservatives want to avoid at all costs.
Indeed, anyone who hopes to “reduce fear,
anxiety, and uncertainty” is more likely to
embrace the (misleading and self-defeating)
nostrums of the managerial state than

Well, the stakes are very high. It’s important
to left-wing researchers to belittle their
political opponents by attacking their
psychological dispositions. It’s even more
important to discredit, indirectly but
conclusively, the ideas of their political
opponents by attacking the opponents
themselves.
After all, the world that capitalism creates –
a world of prosperity, innovation, personal
liberation, social mobility, and material
progress – is hard to argue with.
But if a belief in capitalism is little more than
an irrational artifact of mental illness, arguing
against it is beside the point. Social “science”
tells us so.

Andrew Ferguson is the author of Crazy U: One Dad’s Crash Course
on Getting His Kid Into College. He is a former speechwriter for
President George H. W. Bush and was one of the founding editors
of The Weekly Standard.
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WHY THE
ALGOS
NEED A
HEART
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU TAKE HUMANS
COMPLETELY OUT OF THE MARKET?
By C.
Scott
Garliss

Anything a human can do, a machine can do better. Anything a human
can screw up, a machine can screw up worse.
If you’re using machines in the stock market, that means algorithms.
Algorithm-based investing and trading is an increasing piece of the market.
And it means that market swings are going to get worse, not better.
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It’s simple economies of scale and power. Any
time human effort is multiplied, the good and
bad effects are multiplied as well. The effect
becomes progressively greater and potentially
worse when humans are removed from the
equation and no longer understand either the
technology or principles involved.

Without
a human
with a
hand
on the
throttle
or brake,
these
programs
can
intensify
the havoc
on days
with big
moves up
or down.

That last part is key. After all, both mutual
funds and exchange-traded funds (ETFs),
consist of capital gathered by investors that
allow fund managers to invest vast quantities
of money. In both cases, investors are no longer
buying shares in a specific company, but shares
in an idea. Then the fund proceeds to buy
assets that meet the criteria of that idea.
But even though mutual funds and ETFs
move the investor a step away from direct
ownership, there’s still transparency and
human oversight. The investor knows the
criteria that the fund or ETF is using to buy
assets and can see what assets were bought
and why. Should a fund or ETF go belly up,
it’s relatively easy to sort out the wreckage.
While funds and ETFs hold enormous sway
in the markets, the transparency and selfimposed limits make
them a wise use of
economies of scale.

The real problems come
when you have zero
transparency and zero
humans.
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But these derivatives were so complex
no one fully understood what they were
owning. And the hedges didn’t work like
they expected. Many of the derivatives were
baskets of different ideas lumped together.
And unlike ETFs, they contained far more
exotic products than garden variety stocks or
bonds. Because these exotic components were
blended together, when one part (subprime
mortgages) went bad, the whole thing had to
be thrown out.
Imagine if there was a nationwide recall of
flour... If you had separated and labeled all
your ingredients in your kitchen, all you have
to do is throw out your bag of flour. But if
you’ve already baked a cake, you must throw
out the whole cake.
Because ownership of derivatives was vast,
everyone was trying to unload them at the
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In the chart to the right,
we’ve marked the growth
of these exchange-traded
products (ETPs)...

One of the major causes of the financial crisis
were the derivatives which Wall Street brokers
and insurance companies were selling to
investment managers and corporations as ways to
play investment ideas and “hedge themselves.”

same time, making the financial crisis worse
in their quest for liquidity.
The next crisis will add algorithms and
programmatic trading into the mix, with vast
sums of pooled investor money and less-thanideal transparency.
Increasingly, algorithms are a bigger part
of the market, both in asset allocation
programs and trading execution. For example,
commodity trading advisors (CTAs), which
are essentially algo-driven funds, have seen
assets swell by 36% to $360 billion over the
past 10 years.
CTAs are to market swings what warmer
waters are to hurricane formations. Stocks go
up, the models say buy, stocks go down, the
models say sell – in either case intensifying
the move. Designed for small moves, without
a human with a hand on the throttle or brake,
these programs can intensify the havoc on
days with big moves up or down.
So, for now, we benefit as CTAs propel
stocks up further than they would have
otherwise... But as rising ocean temperatures
are increasing the intensity of the hurricanes
we’re seeing, we can expect more frequent and
more intense volatility as the effects of CTAs
and other momentum investors continue to

C. Scott Garliss is one of Wall Street’s most
connected analysts. He spent 20 years
trading for some of the top investment
banks in the country – including First Union
Securities, Wachovia Securities, Stifel
Nicolaus, and FBR Capital Markets – for

exercise outsized
effects on the
markets with
little oversight or
transparency.
That worries me. It
should worry you,
too.

WHY THE
ALGOS
NEED A
HEART

After all, before any of this force-multiplying
technology came into being, one of the most
damaging things ever done in the markets was
caused by a single person in the 1990s. Nick
Leeson, a Singapore-based trader, attempted
to cover prior losses by making bigger and
bigger unauthorized trades. It didn’t work.
Instead, his losses ballooned enough to cause
the insolvency of Barings Bank, the oldest
U.K. merchant bank.
Then consider that the second-largest oneday swing between the high and the low
in the Dow Jones Index was the so-called
“flash crash” on May 6, 2010. In less than
45 minutes, algorithmic trading caused the
Dow Jones Industrial average to drop a total
of 998.5 points at the lows before snapping
back.
Imagine what someone like Nick Leeson
could do with an algorithm.

clients like SAC, Viking Global, Discovery
Capital, UBS O’Connor, T Rowe Price, and
Fidelity. Today at Stansberry NewsWire,
he uses his expertise to reveal what’s
happening behind-the-scenes on Wall
Street so you can profit on Main Street.
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ARE MARKETS AS CLUELESS AS MOVIE MOGULS?
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By Anatole
Kaletsky
In a world where “nobody knows anything,” investors may be no better
than film-studio moguls at predicting the future. If so, then markets,
instead of being predictive, become increasingly reactive, simply
extrapolating recent events.

If there is one useful conclusion that
economists and investors can draw from
the crazy year that has just ended – indeed,
from the whole crazy decade since the
Global Financial Crisis of 2008 – it is this:
As they say in Hollywood, “Nobody knows
anything.” In the film industry, the richest
and most experienced studios and producers
spend vast amounts of time and money on
audience research, but still have no idea if
their latest creations will turn out to be hits
or flops. So why be surprised if the same is
true of financial markets – or, for that matter,
of commodity prices, policymaking, and
corporate performance?

Why be shocked if the world’s richest
company admits, as Apple did after
Christmas, that it has no idea how many
iPhones it will sell in China? Or if the world’s
best-informed energy traders predict a global
supply shortage that will boost oil prices
above $100, just when a supply glut sends
the market tumbling to $50? Or if the U.S.
president doesn’t know if he hates or loves
global trade? Or if stock markets predict a
global economic boom when bond markets
predict recession and then both reverse
suddenly, contradicting each other in the
opposite direction?
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At this time last year, economic expectations
were almost universally optimistic.
Every region of the world appeared to be
simultaneously booming for the first time
since the 2008 financial crisis. Central
bankers were confident that they could
safely start to withdraw their extraordinary
monetary stimulus, and stock market
investors were almost unanimously bullish.
Yet 2018 turned into the worst year for
investors since the financial crisis, forcing
central bankers to begin backing away from
their plans to normalize monetary policy,
economists to downgrade their growth
forecasts, and many businesses to prepare for
recession in 2019 or 2020.
What went wrong? Economic data were only
slightly weaker than expected in the second
half of 2018. The World Bank, for example,
has reduced its estimates of global growth in
2018 and 2019 by just 0.1 percentage points,
to 3% and 2.9%, respectively, since its June
outlook.
The main cause for concern has been
the behavior of financial markets. Many
economists saw the simultaneous plunge in
long-term interest rates and equity prices
in December as an indicator of recession:
either investors “know something” awful
that is not yet evident in the statistics, or
declining market sentiment would become a
self-fulfilling prophecy by causing businesses
or consumers to cut back. But, before
concluding that financial markets can always
predict or shape the future, we should recall
that economic and policy changes usually
move financial expectations – not vice versa.
So what events, apart from market volatility,
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would cause a recession or severe global
slowdown? A popular answer is simply
the passage of time. The global economic
expansion that began in 2009 has already
lasted almost 10 years. If a U.S. recession
does not occur by 2020, the country will
have experienced the longest uninterrupted
expansion in its history.

Before concluding that
financial markets can
always predict or shape
the future, we should recall
that economic and policy
changes usually move
financial expectations –
not vice versa.
There is nothing in economic theory
or historical experience to suggest that
expansions die of old age, or that recessions
happen spontaneously. But expansions do
become more vulnerable to diseases of old
age: high interest rates, rising energy prices,
accelerating inflation, or banking crises
that are triggered when unsustainably high
property prices suddenly collapse. And if
none of these economic mishaps occurs,
eventually political leaders can become
recklessly overconfident, leading to wars, trade
conflicts, or gross budgetary mismanagement.
Several of these problems began to appear in
2018: rising interest rates in the U.S., fiscal
tightening in Italy and much of Europe, an
escalating tariff war between the U.S. and
China, and higher energy prices around the
world. It is not surprising, therefore, that the

world economy slowed in 2018, instead of
accelerating, as most economists (including
me) expected.
But many of the forces that caused last year’s
slowdown are now reversing. Oil prices have
fallen, U.S. bond yields are back to almost
where they started in 2018, trade conflicts
appear to be subsiding, and China is easing
macroeconomic policy at least to some extent
(and will probably move to outright stimulus
if its economy weakens much further).
The policy changes and political events
just described were clearly the main drivers
of last year’s market shocks. For example,
January’s stock-market correction and
volatility surge were clearly caused by fears
of U.S. overheating and rising bond yields.
Once the overheating concerns subsided,
bond repricing turned out to be very limited,
equities everywhere rebounded, and the
dollar remained very weak. Dollar weakness
and global equity strength reversed abruptly
in May, when markets were hit by a perfect
storm of the three political shocks that I had
considered most likely: soaring oil prices in
anticipation of Iran sanctions, the U.S.-China
tariff war, and the formation of a left-right
populist government in Italy.
In October, with political risks receding,
emerging markets started to outperform,
stock markets stabilized elsewhere (even
in Europe), the oil price returned to what
looked like a stable pre-sanctions range of
$60-65, and the strengthening of the dollar
ended. In short, markets seemed to move
broadly in line with the changing political
and macroeconomic fundamentals – until
everything suddenly went haywire in early

December. For the next three weeks, until
December 24, the S&P 500 collapsed by
16% for no apparent reason, Brent oil
plunged from $61 to $50, the dollar again
strengthened, and yields on ten-year U.S.
bonds fell from 3% to 2.7%.
If all of the main fundamentals suggest that
economic growth in 2019 could end up as
strong or even stronger than in 2018, why
did equity prices and bond yields suddenly
collapse last month? Could it be that investors
are so confused by political chaos that they
have given up trying to anticipate what could
happen next?
If so, then markets, instead of being
predictive, become increasingly reactive,
simply extrapolating recent events. In a world
where “nobody knows anything,” investors
may be no better than Hollywood moguls at
predicting the future.
© Project Syndicate

Anatole Kaletsky is Chief Economist
and Co-Chairman of Gavekal
Dragonomics. A former columnist at
The Times of London, The International
New York Times, and the Financial
Times, he is the author of Capitalism
4.0: The Birth of a New Economy, which
anticipated many of the post-crisis
transformations of the global economy.
His 1985 book, Costs of Default,
became an influential primer for Latin
American and Asian governments
negotiating debt defaults and
restructurings with banks and the IMF.
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Speaking of

"EMOTIONAL TRIGGERS"...

THE YEAR
OF T
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If Trump’s iconoclastic style was merely a
breach of traditional presidential etiquette,
one might argue that his critics were being
too fastidious, or were trapped in oldfashioned views of diplomacy.
But crudeness can have consequences.

TRUMP?

Time magazine did not choose Donald
Trump as its Person of the Year in 2018,
but it may do so this year. Trump ended last
year facing criticism for announcing troop
withdrawals from Syria and Afghanistan
without consulting allies (resulting in the
resignation of his respected defense secretary,
James Mattis) and partially shutting down
the government over a Mexican border wall.
In 2019, with Democrats having taken over
the House of Representatives, he will face
increasing criticism of his foreign policy.

By
Joseph S.
Nye Jr.
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Administration supporters shrug off the
critics. Foreign policy experts, diplomats,
and allies are aghast at Trump’s iconoclastic
style, but Trump’s base voted for change and
welcomes the disruption. In addition, some
experts argue that the disruption will be
justified if the consequences prove beneficial
for American interests, such as a more benign
regime in Iran, denuclearization of North
Korea, a change of Chinese economic policies,
and a more evenly balanced international
trade regime.
Of course, assessing the long-term
consequences of Trump’s foreign policy now is
like predicting the final score in the middle of
a game. Stanford historian Niall Ferguson has
argued that “the key to Trump’s presidency
is that it is probably the last opportunity
America has to stop or at least slow China’s
ascendency. And while it may not be
intellectually very satisfying, Trump’s approach
to the problem, which is to assert U.S. power
in unpredictable and disruptive ways, may in
fact be the only viable option left.”
Trump’s critics respond that even if his
iconoclasm produces some successes, one must
assess them as part of a balance sheet that
includes costs as well as benefits. They argue
that the price will be too high in terms of the
damage done to international institutions
and trust among allies. In the competition
with China, for example, the United States
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has dozens of allies and few disputes with
neighbors, while China has few allies and a
number of territorial disputes. In addition,
while rules and institutions can be restraining,
the U.S. has a preponderant role in their
formulation and is a major beneficiary of them.
This debate raises larger questions about
the relevance of personal style in judging
presidents’ foreign policy. In August 2016,
50 primarily Republican former national
security officials argued that Trump’s personal
temperament would make him unfit to
be president. Most of the signatories were
excluded from the administration, but were
they correct?
As a leader, Trump may or may not be smart,
but his temperament ranks low on the scales
of emotional and contextual intelligence that
made Franklin D. Roosevelt or George H.W.
Bush successful presidents. Tony Schwartz,
who co-wrote Trump’s book The Art of the
Deal, notes that “Trump’s sense of self-worth
is forever at risk. When he feels aggrieved,
he reacts impulsively and defensively,
constructing a self-justifying story that doesn’t
depend on facts and always directs the blame
to others.” Schwartz attributes this to Trump’s
defense against domination by a father
who was “relentlessly demanding, difficult,
and driven... You either dominated or you
submitted. You either created and exploited
fear, or you succumbed to it – as he thought

THE YEAR
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his elder brother had.” As a result, he “simply
didn’t traffic in emotions or interest in
others,” and “facts are whatever Trump deems
them to be on any given day.”
Whether Schwartz is correct or not about
the causes, Trump’s ego and emotional needs
often seem to color his relations with other
leaders and his interpretation of world events.
The image of toughness is more important
than truth. Journalist Bob Woodward reports
that Trump told a friend who acknowledged
bad behavior toward women that “real power is
fear... You’ve got to deny, deny, deny and push
back on these women. If you admit to anything
and any culpability, then you’re dead.”
Trump’s temperament limits his contextual
intelligence. He lacked experience and has
done little to fill the gaps in his knowledge.
He is described by close observers as reading
little, insisting that briefing memos be very
short, and relying heavily on television news.
He is reported to have paid scant attention
to staff preparations before summits with
experienced autocrats like Russian President
Vladimir Putin or North Korea’s Kim Jong
Un. If Trump’s iconoclastic style was merely
a breach of traditional presidential etiquette,
one might argue that his critics were being
too fastidious, or were trapped in oldfashioned views of diplomacy.
But crudeness can have consequences.
While pressing for change, he has disrupted
institutions and alliances, only grudgingly
admitting their importance. Trump’s rhetoric
has downplayed democracy and human
rights, as his weak reaction to the murder of
Saudi dissident journalist Jamal Khashoggi
demonstrated. Although Trump has echoed

The attractiveness
of the values embodied
by Trump’s “America First”
approach, an impartial
analyst cannot excuse the
ways in which
his personal emotional
needs have skewed the
implementation of
his goals.

President
Ronald Reagan’s
rhetoric about
the U.S. being a
city on the hill
whose beacon
shines to others,
his domestic
behavior toward
the press, the
judiciary, and minorities has weakened
the clarity of America’s democratic appeal.
International polls show a decline in America’s
soft power since he took office.
While critics and defenders debate the
attractiveness of the values embodied by
Trump’s “America First” approach, an
impartial analyst cannot excuse the ways in
which his personal emotional needs have
skewed the implementation of his goals – for
example in his summit meetings with Putin
and Kim. As for prudence, Trump’s noninterventionism protected him from some
sins of commission, but one can question
whether his mental maps and contextual
intelligence are adequate to understand the
risks posed to the U.S. by the diffusion of
power in this century. As tensions grow,
reckoning with Trump may well become
unavoidable in 2019.
© Project Syndicate
Joseph S. Nye Jr. is a professor at
Harvard University and author of
Is the American Century Over? and
the forthcoming Do Morals Matter?
Presidents and Foreign Policy From FDR
to Trump.
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ENOUGH WITH THE EMOTIONS!
Here’s some cool, calm, and collected reasoning...

ROUGH
TIM
BUT LIBERTY
By Dr. Ron Paul

W

hile Congress and the
president fight over
funding a border wall, they
continue to ignore the coming
economic tsunami caused by the
approximately $22 trillion (and
rapidly increasing) federal debt.
President Donald Trump may not be
troubled by the debt’s effect on the economy
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because he believes he will be out of office
before it becomes a major problem. However,
the crisis may come sooner than he, or most
people in D.C., expects.
The constituency for limited government,
while growing, is still far outnumbered
by those wanting government to provide
economic and personal security. From lower-

MES
AHEAD
CAN STILL WIN
income Americans who rely on food stamps,
public housing, and other government
programs, to middle-class Americans who
live in homes they could not afford without
assistance from federal agencies like Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac, to college students
reliant on government-subsidized student
loans, to senior citizens reliant on Social
Security and Medicare, to billionaire

CEOs whose companies rely on bailouts,
subsidies, laws, and regulations written to
benefit politically powerful businesses, and
government contracts, most Americans are
reliant on at least one federal program. Many
programs are designed to force individuals
to accept government aid. For example, it
is almost impossible for a senior citizen to
obtain health insurance outside of Medicare.
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ROUGH TIMES AHEAD
The welfare state is fueled by the Federal
Reserve’s easy-money policies, which are also
responsible for the boom-and-bust cycle that
plagues our economy. The Federal Reserve’s
policies do not just distort our economy, they
also distort our values – as the Fed’s dollar
depreciation causes individuals to forgo
savings and hard work in favor of immediate
gratification. This has helped create an
explosion of business and individual debt.
There has been a proliferation of bubbles,
including in credit-card debt, auto loans, and
student loans. There is even a new housing
bubble.

Federal Reserve. This will cause a dramatic
increase in the most insidious of taxes: the
inflation tax.

An economy built on fiat currency and
public and private debt is unsustainable.
Eventually the bubbles will burst. The most
likely outcome will be the rejection of the
dollar’s world reserve currency status due to
government debt and the Federal Reserve’s
monetization of debt. When the bubbles pop,
the result will be an economic crisis that will
likely dwarf the Great Depression.

An economy built on
fiat currency and public
and private debt is
unsustainable. Eventually
the bubbles will burst.

The fall of the dollar and the accompanying
economic downturn will make it impossible
for the government to continue running
up huge debts to finance a massive welfarewarfare state. Thus, Congress will be forced
to raise taxes and cut benefits. Cowardly
politicians will likely outsource the jobs
of raising taxes and cutting benefits to the

As the Federal Reserve erodes the value of the
dollar, thus reducing the value of both earned
paychecks and government-provided welfare
benefits, a large number of Americans who
believe they are entitled to economic security
will react by engaging in acts of violence.
Politicians will use this violence to further
crack down on civil liberties. The resulting
economic and civil unrest will further the
growth of authoritarian political movements.

Fortunately, the liberty movement continues
to grow. This movement counters the
authoritarian lies with the truths of Austrian
economics and the non-aggression principle.
While the years ahead may be tough, if
those of us who know the truth work hard
to educate others, the cause of liberty can
prevail.
This article originally appeared at the Ron
Paul Institute for Peace and Prosperity.
Copyright © 2018 by Ron Paul Institute.

Dr. Ron Paul is a former member of Congress and former presidential candidate. While
in Washington, D.C., he was one of the few voices advocating for limited government,
individual liberty, and sound fiscal principles. He is the author of the No. 1 New York
Times bestselling books The Revolution: A Manifesto and End the Fed.
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UBSCRIBE NOW

CLICK HERE
Make sure you subscribe by clicking here.
We’ll send you valuable updates and
always send an alert when the next issue is
published. When you subscribe, you’ll be the
first to know when future issues are published.

THE BOOK G
The Book Grump’s mission is to
provide an “Annoyance Index” for
the New York Times Business Book
best-seller list.

How annoyed will you be by books full of
“MEGO,” “MOTO,” and “FATSO”? (“My
Eyes Glaze Over,” “Master of the Obvious,”
and tomes with one good insight
worthy of a brief magazine article
Businesspadded out to a size where you’re
book prose is
pedestrian at
supposed to pay $30 for them.)
best and, at
worst, the kind
of pedestrian
that requires
all the
Grump’s selfcontrol to not
run over in the
crosswalk.

Last month, the Grump covered the
Top 3 business best-sellers. Click here
to see them picked or panned. They
remain pretty much in place atop the
NYT list (at No. 1, No. 2, and No.4),
so the Grump will work his way down.

The technological advances in blood testing
didn’t exist, the postulated break-through
defied common sense, and the Theranos
machines were million-dollar paperweights.
Bad Blood isn’t an advice book, but it teaches
business lessons – mostly about how business, like
salvation, is vulnerable to the Seven Deadly Sins.
(Except, maybe, sloth – Elizabeth Holmes was
very, very busy.)

And work it is... Business-book prose
is pedestrian at best and, at worst,
the kind of pedestrian that requires all the
Grump’s self-control to not run over in the
crosswalk.

But the biggest lesson is that when technology
becomes so advanced that it seems like magic,
magical thinking begins to prevail. As Penn
and Teller can attest, nothing requires as much
rational thought and careful analysis as magic.

There are exceptions. Bad Blood: Secrets

Extreme Ownership: How U.S. Navy
SEALs Lead and Win, by former SEALs

and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup

by John Carreyrou, the Wall Street Journal
reporter who broke the Theranos scam story,
is a keep-you-up-at-night, read-while-shaving,
miss-your-stop-on-the-bus-to-work business
book.
Silicon Valley enchantress Elizabeth Holmes
conjures up a blood-testing machine with
sky-high, high-tech so e-lightful, so e-licious,
so e-lovely that, with one prick of your finger,
it will diagnose everything from high blood
sugar to Ebola.
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She pulls the digital wool over the eyes of
everybody from Stanford’s top chemical
engineer Channing Robertson to former
Secretary of State George Shultz. She raises
enough money to fund a Jeff Bezos divorce.
And she will – if there’s any justice – spend
the rest of her life in jail.
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Jocko Willink and Leif Babin, is an advice
book. The advice can be boiled down to one

GRUMP

reviews business best-sellers

sentence. People should “stop making excuses,
stop blaming others, and take ownership of
everything in their lives.” With the thoughtful
caveat, “The principles are simple, but not easy.”

suspects, excellent business consultants
anyway. There are pictures of them in the
book. They look like two guys who, when
they give us advice, we listen. “Yes, sir!”

After Willink and Babin left military service,
they started a business-consulting firm. Their
book is a collection of good (and harrowing)
war stories. These are worth the purchase
price. Each war story is followed by an
example of how what was learned in training
and combat can be applied to business. These
are worth a bit less.

But usually, being human, we don’t listen to
advice... even though we could all use some.
Which may be why we buy advice books –
not so much to get advice but to get ourselves
into a habit of listening to it. I would not,
however, start that habit with Principles:
Life and Work by Ray Dalio.

It’s always tempting for business-book writers
to apply what they learned elsewhere to
business. “What I Learned About Business
From Cooking,” “What I Learned About
Business From Skydiving,” “What I Learned
About Business From Running Naked
Through the Streets.” But...
Business isn’t war. We can’t shoot our
competitors, customers, employees, or bosses.
Not that Willink and Babin suggest doing any
such thing. Their advice is commonsensical
– sometimes so commonsensical that the
Grump wonders why it needs to be given.
Although Willink and Babin are, the Grump

Dalio founded Bridgewater Associates, “the
largest hedge fund in the world and the fifthmost-important private company in the
Usually, being
U.S.,” according to the dust-jacket copy
human, we
(dust-jacket copy always being sworn to don’t listen to
the highest level of truth).
advice... even
though we
could all use
some.

Be Dalio’s credentials what they may,
the Grump got no further than the
headings on his contents page.
“Embrace Reality and Deal With It”...
as opposed to what? Embrace a bottle of
Jack Daniels and drink it?
“Be Radically Open-Minded”... you’re
getting a species-change operation?!
Awesome! I love your gills!

“Believability Weight Your Decision Making”...
that’s not even English. Does Dalio mean you
shouldn’t first decide to go to the beach and
then step on the bathroom scale?
“Do What You Set Out to Do”... what if the
Grump set out to get drunk?
– TBG
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"

READ THIS
Get Me a Quote on That

Feelings, nothing more than feelings
Trying to forget my feelings...
Morris Albert, “Feelings,” #6 Billboard Hot
100, 1975
In the general mess of imprecision of feeling,
Undisciplined squads of emotion.
T. S. Eliot, “Four Quartets”
He is a good and a great man: but
he forgets, pitilessly, the feelings
and claims of little people, in pursuit
of his own large views. It is better,
therefore, for the insignificant to
keep out of his way; lest, in his
progress, he should trample
them down.
Charlotte Bronte,
Jane Eyre
No war can be fought without someone’s
feelings being hurt.
C. S. Forester, Commodore Hornblower
Flaubert liked tinsel better than silver
because tinsel possessed all silver’s
attributes plus one in addition – pathos.
Clive James, At the Pillars of Hercules
All things in nature are sad, when our eyes
rest too closely upon them.
Maurice Maeterlinck, The Life of the Bee
The heart of the wise is in the house of
mourning; but the heart of fools is in the
house of mirth.
Ecclesiastes 7:4
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Envy’s face was sickly pale, her whole
body lean and wasted... Only the sight of
suffering could bring a smile to her lips. She
never knew the comfort of sleep, but was
kept constantly awake by care and anxiety,
looked with dismay on men’s good fortune,
and grew thin at the sight. Gnawing on
others, and being gnawed, she was herself
her own torment.
Ovid, Metamorphoses
#22 No matter what happens, somebody
will find a way to take it too seriously.
Dave Barry, “25 Things I have Learned in 50
Years,” Dave Barry Turns 50
There’s a blush for won’t, and a blush for shan’t,
And a blush for having done it:
There’s a blush for thought, and a blush for naught,
And a blush for just begun it.
John Keats, “Sharing Eve’s Apple”
We know nothing of tomorrow, our business
is to be good and happy today.
Sydney Smith, A Memoir of the Rev. Sydney
Smith By His Daughter Lady Holland
The market can stay irrational longer than
you can stay solvent.
Attributed to John Maynard Keynes
Intellect is to emotion as our clothes are to our
bodies; we could not very well have civilized
life without clothes, but we would be in a poor
way if we had only clothes without bodies.
Alfred North Whitehead, Dialogues

"

LITERARY INSIGHT
from PRESENT & PAST
WHAT WE’RE READING

New year, new attitude. Despite all the
forecasts of doom and gloom that rippled
through global markets in December,
investors across almost all asset classes and
regions are in a much better mood in the
early days of 2019.
Are Animal Spirits Making a Comeback?
Bloomberg

"

How could two $1.8 billion Navy destroyers,
protected by one of the most advanced
defense systems on the planet, fail to detect
oncoming cargo ships broadcasting their
locations to a worldwide navigational network?
Death and Valor on a Doomed American
Warship ProPublica

Sharing an apartment with a beat cop
while committing federal felonies was an
insane proposition. But with no girlfriend,
no job, and no Olympics, all he had
left was his unrelenting desire to feel
exceptional, to prove to himself that he
was too clever to get caught.
The Bicycle Thief Chicago Magazine
Being an 18-karat manic-depressive and
having lived a life of violent emotional
contradictions, I have an overacute capacity
for sadness as well as elation. I know what
the cat who wrote the song is trying to say.
I’ve been there – and back. I guess the
audience feels it along with me. They can’t
help it. Sentimentality, after all, is an emotion
common to all humanity.
Frank Sinatra Speaks His Mind Playboy
Warhol’s art was not supposed to be
a matter of emotion, introspection, or
spiritual quest; it was to be an image, pure
and simple. “During the 1960s,” he wrote
knowingly in 1975, “I think, people forgot
what emotions were supposed to be. And I
don’t think they’ve ever remembered.”
A One-Man Art Market 1843 Magazine

As soon as they turn 18, members of North
Carolina’s Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians
become eligible to receive a check that can
reach into the six figures. What do you do
when you’re young and suddenly flush with
cash?
The Big Money Topic
A huge tax break was supposed to create a
manufacturing paradise, but interviews with
49 people familiar with the project depict a
chaotic operation unlikely to ever employ
13,000 workers.
Inside Wisconsin’s Disastrous $4.5 Billion
Deal With Foxconn Bloomberg
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Buck Sexton

“Y

ou absolutely must wear a belt
with a suit,” Roger Stone told
me recently.

We were making small talk right before taping
on my Hill.tv show, and Roger was cordial if
a bit eccentric. The famously foppish Stone
brushed aside the sartorial opinion, more
commonly held in Europe than in America,
that a well-tailored suit does not necessarily
require a belt.
“Nonsense,” Roger said. “Always wear a belt.”
One thing is for sure – the guy doesn’t lack
confidence in his opinions or his dress code.
He was also very casual for a guy who knew
then that the Special Counsel investigating
Russian interference in U.S. elections was
looking to destroy him.
Somehow this veteran political consultant,
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lobbyist, and reputed “dirty trickster” had
gotten pulled into the most sweeping, hyperpartisan federal investigation since Watergate.
This is quite a feat, as Roger was also a part of
shadowy Nixon's political machine that led
to Watergate back in 1972. History has come
full circle.
Stone seems to have a sense of his own
destiny in the American political realm. I’ve
interviewed Roger Stone twice. The first
time, via Skype in June 2018, he made no
secret of the fact that the Special Counsel’s
team had him in its sight. He always carries
himself with some flair and bravado, but his
insouciance at the prospect of federal criminal
charges was still surprising.
I sat down with Stone again in late January,
a few days after his arrest when Mueller’s
Special Counsel sent dozens of federal agents
to his home in Florida in a pre-dawn raid.

THE FINAL WORD
Around 29 heavily armed men surrounded
and entered his home carrying long guns and
outfitted with body armor. The 66-year-old
Stone calmly allowed himself to be taken
into custody, while a CNN camera crew (that
many believe was tipped off by a government
insider) captured the ordeal.
Let’s just get this out there: It was a circus
arrest. Stone’s lawyers had been in contact with
the Special Counsel for months. If he had
wanted to destroy evidence, he had more than
ample time to do that. There was simply no
tactical justification to drag a sexagenarian out
of his home before sunrise with an FBI entry
team that looked like it could be hunting for
al-Zawahiri in an Afghan cave. This was done
to humiliate Stone and scare anyone still in
President Trump’s circle into capitulation or
silence on all Special Counsel matters.
Despite all this, Stone was in good spirits
when I spoke to him after the arrest. He told
me he planned to fight the charges, which
alleged lying and witness tampering. Nobody
so far has successfully fought against the
Special Counsel in court and won, but Stone
is an unorthodox character. His explanation
of a text cited as witness tampering –
“anything to save the plan” – was that this
was meant as a joke. In context, I found his
argument persuasive, but Mueller doesn’t
seem to have a sense of humor.
Despite his decades of gamesmanship, intrigue,
cloak and dagger buffoonery, (and somewhat
shocking proximity to the Oval Office), it
is only now that Roger Stone finds himself
facing years in a cell. As is true of most of the
Special Counsel’s prosecutions, the charges

are entirely process crimes. The fit of rage that
ensued when Democrats (and no shortage of
Republicans) didn’t get their way in the last
presidential election has resulted in the pathetic
spectacle of rogue prosecutors trumping up
charges in order to get at the president.
This is what happens when emotion overtakes
reason in national politics. Like him or not,
Trump won the 2016 election, and Roger
Stone had almost nothing to do with it. He
certainly didn’t collude with the Russians, a
theory that has been preposterous all along.
Despite this, he now faces spending a good
portion of the rest of his life in a cell because,
for example, he told the Special Counsel that
he called someone, when in fact he called and
emailed them.

“

Despite his decades of gamesmanship,
intrigue, cloak and dagger buffoonery,
(and somewhat shocking proximity to
the Oval Office) it is only now that Roger
Stone finds himself facing years in a cell.

Indeed, America will sleep no more soundly
if Roger Stone is sent to prison. If anything,
we should lose sleep knowing that the
Democratic party and its media arm have
become so hateful in the era of Trump they
celebrate the looming incarceration of a
harmless senior citizen for being a friend and
ally to the Leader of the Free World.
In less emotional times, Americans would see
how wrong and ridiculous this is. In the Trump
era, the other side is likely to get even more
desperate and crazy as 2020 approaches.
American Consequences
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